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Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, January 20, 1949
New U. S. Senator

Clift Brothers
County Winners
in Soil Contest
L. H. Lowry Second In
Tom Wallace CoMpettion; Supervisors
Are Judges

B.8P.W. Club Joins
Kentucky Lake Assn.
The Princeton Business
and Professional Women':
Club has become the second
Caldwell county organization to take a life membership in the Kentucky Lake
Asaociation, non-profit boosters' group whose sole purpose is to spread the fame
of Kentucky Lake a n d
Dam and the recreational facilities there as widely as
possible. The Rotary Club
was first. A minimum of 25
life memberships is desired
of this community. Checks
may.bc mailed to Dr. W. L.
Cash or G. M. Pedley, directors of Kentucky Lake Association for Caldwell county.
The fee is $25.
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bit scattered, was of course
SPEAKING OF TIPS
My car cost a pretty pefiny
thrown into panic, because Hugh
Plus a tip the day I bought was en route to Louisville with
her,
Ralph Randolph, and the report
To think I used to hesitate
could not be immediately denied.
To give a washer a quarter!
'Hugh said it made him "feel
—J. A. S. very strange" for a while.
other better during special evening pro*
*
*
*
*
*
grams, When they had time to sit around
Glenn Farmer says that altho
An exchange, showing a picand talk. They exchanged ideas and things are in pretty bad shape
ture of a golfer breaking his
found out what was going on a few coun- right now at Washington for the driver over a handy rock, says:
.
.
.
GOP
business
is
picking
up
ties away, broadening their visions.
A golf club has a head, a sole, a
It is good that such co-operation can be locally. Glenn and Edwin Lamb heel, a toe, a.nose, a neck and a
got two top jobs at the Country
found, that a helping hand is extended Club thrust upon them, by elec- face . . . but no heart!
*
*
*
from industry to agriculture, for the tion, last week and Dick Gregory
Pity more churches don't enwas elected chairman of the ter teams of small boys in the
benefit of all.
Standary Oil is to be commended for school board.
basketball league Bro. Tom Collins started , .. would be swell
sponsoring such a program, as are InterRoy still stands in OK with
national Harvester, Allis-Chalmers, Case, h is Better Half .. . because build-up for the 'Butler Tigers,
who need strengthening on the
Avery, John Deere, Oliver and Ford for Judge and Mrs. Harrelson went hardwood
court, to be championtaking part. J. W. Whitehause, alert and to Florida Monday in Mrs. Row- ship contenders.
*
*
*
able head of State 4-H Club work, repre- land's new car. When the Judge's
car gets here, the Rowlands will
sented the University.
Another of our local organizadrive it down to the sunny vations, this time Business and
The program, of course could not have cation-land, according to plan.
Professional -Women's Club, has
been accomplished without the co-opera*
*
*
become a life member in Kention of the staff of Western Kentucky
Sign in a restaurant window—. tucky Lake Association. It does
Experiment Substation, S. J. Lowry, su- "Wanted: Man to wash dishes us good to know Princeton groups
perintendent, and Lowery Caldwell, assis- and two waitresses".
a r e backing Western Kentucky
*
*
*
and the entire State by supporttant.
Hugh Cherry is feeling OK ing what will be one of the show
having
been
.
.
.
after
again
and pleasure spots of the Nation.
shocked more than somewhat
*
*
*
last week . . . when an OwensThus far Mark Cunningham
boro radio station reported him
has no announced opposition as a
George Eastman, Milton S. Hershey, An- defunct. The family, always a candidate for district governor

It Is Cooperation That Counts
Oampetition is said to be the lifeblood
of industry, but it is a relief sometimes
to see competition laid aside for co-operation.
That is what was done here last week
when seven tractor companies got together with an oil company, 4-H Club, and the
University of Kentucky Extension Department to teach 4-H Club leaders from
16 counties how to take care of tractors.
• For three days pupils and teachers discussed tractor safety, lubrieants, equipment, transmissions, spark-plugs, timing,
ignitions, valves, cooling systems and
other tractor parts. There was even a
tractor driving contest. When leaders
had completed studies about tractors they
were taught how to organize and conduct
tractor maintenance school in their own
counties.
The men at the school got to know each

No nation ever has produced so many
philanthropists, both Gentile and Jewish.
It is entirely fitting, natural, characteristic that the whole American people are
today practicing giving on a scale neve'
before remotely approached by any people on earth—through our Marshall Plan.
Above every other people on this earth,
Americans have exemplified the Biblical
injunction, "'Tis more blessed to give
than to receive."
Let's get down to cases.
Among the very first large-scale philanthropists was the canny little Scot, Andrew Carnegie. He is repeatedly quoted as
having said—although he actually said it
with certain reservations: "He who dies
rich, dies disgraced." Having been deprived of adequate school education, it was
perhaps natural that he gloried in allocating millions and millions of dollars to establish public libraries, and in richly endowing a Foundation for the Advanument of Teaching. (Parenthetically, many
Carnegie-endowed libraries are direly in
need of further succor today.)
The Rockefeller family has given away
incomparably more money than any oth r
family here or abroad. The third generation of RockefelleTs, contrary to tradition,
are enthusiastically exercising philanthropy. (Incidentally, the Rockefeller fortune never reached a billion dollars.) The
original John D. told me that he found
it more difficut to give away money advantageously than to make money. The
present John D. spends the major part of
his time and thought today in distributing
rather than in accumulating.
Other Gentile American individuals and
families who have devoted many millions
for worthy purposes include the Harknesses, Mrs. Russell Sage, James B. Duke,

drew W. Mellon, the Milbanks, George F.
Baker, Charles Hayden and, more recently, Alfred P. Sloan, Cleveland H. Dodge,
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Wiebolt, Thomas W.
Lamont.
Frankly, the record, in my opinion, reveals that, in proportion to their numbers, Jews have dedicated more millions
than Gentiles to laudable causes.
Knowing them well, I was tremendously impressed by the huge-scale philanthropies of Julius Rosenwald, of Sears,
Roebuck & Co.; Jacob H. Schiff, of Kuhn,
Lebo & Co., and his relatives and associates, the Warburgs.
I had also great admiration for the
Guggenheim family (of seven brothers),
especially its head, Daniel Guggenheim.
Their good works follow them—in scholarships, in public concerts, arts, etc.
Only the other day, former Governor
Herbert H. Lehman and his wife presented a building, supplementing the unique Henry Street Settlement, as a memorial to their son, Peter, who actively
engaged in the work of this noble institution, and of whom his father, ex-Governor Lehman, said, in dedicating the
building: "He would, in his kindly heart,
wish that 'Pete's House' may be a center
where many of our young people of all
faiths and races and national origins can
meet in friendship and goodwill."
Very often I reflect on the sage saying
of Jay Cooke, who did more than any
other banker 'to finance the North in its
war against the Southern States, and
who, when he became bankrupt reflected:
"All I have left is what I gave away."
Selfishness ultimately begets only unhappiness. Unselfishness begets happiness.
(Forbes Magazine)

By Ewing Galloway
iences of homemaking can be hers on the
_Popular response. to .1214, ree,Stay--.141.221144
69reii
. VT:4' de ,
In Ke4tucky; Y.ounk Man" Ied to 'Pieces Translated info: PractiCif feria; nls
in the same general vein from distinguish- means that a young man who wants to
ed leaders in specials fields of endeavor. farm and who has the financial backing
The first is from Dean Thomas Cooper, to get started, need not suffer unduly
of the University of Kentucky college of from the competition of his city cousin
agriculture.
in seeking a wife. The attractions he can
"Nearly all Kentucky farms," says Dean offer are better than they use to be.
Cooper, "offer opportunity for further
"It is certain that the big rewards in
improvement in soil fertility, crop and agriculture will go to those farm families
livestock production, marketing and home who have the vision to see the possibililife.
ties, and who have the 'know how,' the de"Perhaps half of our farmland needs to termination, and the good judgment needbe and can be greatly built up. Here is a ed to•make their visions come true."
man-sized opportunity f o r young,farm
With land prices at an all-time high,
families today, to seize upon the know- machinery ditto, it is not easy for young
ledge we have, and put it into practical people with little money to start out on
use with vision, determination, good judg- their own, Dean Cooper tells us, but
ment, and vital energy. As they reach youngsters with energy and determinathe age to expand their farming activi- tion can get a toehold even in these inflaties, Future Farmers and 9-H Club mem- tionary times.
bers, who have had training in the modIt might be added that a good many
ern technology of farming, are in partic- young people wanting to devote their
ularly favorable position to grasp these lives to agriculture might work for wages
or as sharecroppers until deflation pulls
opportunities.
"Were it not for the fact that house- down the cost of land and machinery.
hold science 'has tremendously broaden- There never was a time when farm emed the possibilities in farm living, the ployment carried as high rewards as it
great opportunities for better farming does today.
would be only a one-sided blessing. But
homemaking on the farm today need not
If you are caught in a thunder storm
be the drudgery it was some years ago. and cannot get Into an automobile or safe
Just as more and better farm machinery building, experts gay the beet thing to
and improved methods of crop and live- do is to sit down "or lie down to avoid
stock production have taken the back- being hit by lightning.
break out of farming, so the extension of
electricity to farms, better home equipExperts say that during a violent
ment, and improved household manage- storm you stand a good ehance of being
ment have eased the task of the house- struck by lightning if kou are standing,
wife. The girl of today need no longer walking or running on a beach, playing
laok with envious eyes toward her sister golf, hiking, working in a field or standin the city, for the comforts and conven- ing under a tree.

of Rotary and an active committee of local Rotarians is conducting a campaign extending all the
way from Louisville to Fulton,
ieekini support for their man.
*
•
*
Marion has a new Safety Pa
trol, which /unctions at Intersections nearest schools and all
persona are warned to obey the
patrol's traffic signals, in a large
display advertisement in the
Crittenden Press. We need such
a unit here, schoolboy patrol, or
other, to safeguard our children's lives.
*
*
Notice in a church bulletin —
"Come to the morning service
early if you want a good back
seat."
• • •
Kentucky has for years made
fine crops but the baby crop of
1948 stands out in the limelight
as one of the biggest. The births
ran 50,000 more than deaths last
year in Kentucky. (The Boyle
Independent)
*
*
*
David has decided his life work
early, advising his ma this week
he is gonna be a State Policeman.
What captured his interest was
the two-way radio on the State
Poli& car one day recently.
*
*
*
Mayo "Speck" Williams, of
Little Rock, Ark., writes to extend a cordial invitation to all
Princeton folk who come to his
town to visit the City Park and
Zoo . . . where he has supervision of the kids. He also sends best
wishes for the new year to all
old friends.

The architectural beauty and stateliness of the Capitol at
Washington are widely acclaimed as the eyes of nations are focused
upon it in this period of world tribulation.

Howard McConnell, new Xlwanis president, performs like a
veteran in presiding fiver this not

It is the heart of the nation and represents the blood and tears
of wars and revolutions, the toil of its workers, the wisdom of its
statesmen, the bravery of its soldiers, the patriotism of its citizens,
the faith of a great people.
America was built upon a foundation of faith faith in God, in
freedom, and in right. That faith has been fostered through the
years by the churches of our country. Today we might well write
upon the facade of our beautiful Capitol,"Ble,sped itS the IsIttion whois
God is the Lord."

year under his guidance

MOSE MAMINS!
•Always ready to take att „
(age of popular fancy, unscrupu
lous organizations headed by
high-pressure promoters seen,
determined to exploit publi(
health to the last degree. They
are particularly active in the vi
tamin field. When you are tempted by wild advertising claims to buy and take vitamin preps.
rations, remember that you probably do not need
them at all. If you feel that you do, consult your
physician. He alone knows the type of vitamin
you may need, if any. Rely on his advice. We
are in position to fill accurately and promptly
any prescription he may write.
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The Capitol is far more than the materials that went into its
construction. It is far more than the design of the architects or the
skill of the artisans that lifted its proud dome into the heavens.
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buying commercial fertithe important thing to have
gel is not how much total
but how much of the needant foods you are getting
e money. In general, plant
is cheaper in higher grade
• fertilizer (that is, those
ining the higher total perge of plant foods) than in
of lower grade (such as
though the lower grade
izers usually cost less a
r bag, Sand or other filler
Ial of little or no value in
'rrtilizer often is used in
low-grade mixed fertiamount of nutrients in
rcial fertilizers is shown
;mg the percentages presThe percentages may be
ed on the bag, but they
always be shown on the
riment Station guaranty tag
bed to the bag. This tag is
• icial guarantee. No fertishould be bought without it.
ntage of nitrogen is always
• first, available prosphoric
next, and potash last. A
it grade, for example, con4 percent of nitrogen, 12
,it of available phosphoric
and 8 percent of potash.
is, 100 pounds of this ferticontains 4 pounds of nitro12 pounds of phosphoric
and 8 pounds of potash.
out the only way to in-

Ky. Farm News

Ca:cy l,iik kk, :okkkoson county
got five bushels Inure small grain
to the acre where he applied 200
pounds of anunonium nitrate. H.
C. Smith reportedra 50 percent increase in Ky. 91 fescue seed
where he used 100 pounds of
ammonium nitrate as a top-dressing in April.
County Agent Woodrow Coots
has announced plans to have
Simpson county farmers use 40
tons of 20 percent ammonium nitrate as top-dressing on small
grains, fescue and corn.
The elephant's ordinary silent
gait takes him through the jungle at 15 miles an hour.
crease the amount of phosphorus
and potassium in soils is to apply
commercial fertilizers containing
them, Most soils are too low in
phosphorus for good crop yields.
It is very profitable to use fertilizer phosphorus on low-phosphorus soils.
Most of the potassium in crops
is in the roots, stalks, stems, and
leaves. If most of these parts of
the crop are carefully returned
to the soil, either as crop residues or as farm manure, fairly
good yields of crops can be produced without using potassium
fertilizers. Tobacco, corn and alfalfa are the first crops to suf
fer from lack of potassium.
Nitrogen in soil is in the soil
organic matter. Most soils in
Kentucky are low in nitrogen.
Enough nitrogen for good yields
can be maintained by growing
legumes and by returning part
or all of the top growth to the
land, or by feeding them and returning the manure. When production of livestock or livestock
products is a main farm enterprise and a considerable acreage
of legume crops is grown for
feed and pasturage, enough nitrogen should be furnished by the
legumes for good crop yields.
At present cost of fertilizer
nitrogen, and present crop prices,
however, the application of this
plant food is quite profitable on
nonlegurne crops on land where
the farming system does not prravide an adequate supply of
rogen.

All taxpayers who are not satisfied with
the new, present assessment are urged to attend.

REDUCED SALE PRICE

HUSBAND DELIVERS BABY—Herb Hinkel, a steelworker who
Caine to San Francisco from Milwaukee, Wis., several months ago,
holds newest baby, Jerrilyne Joy, a girl, which he delivered in
family's trailer-home at San Francisco. Mrs. Henkel, holding one
of three other children, was out of bed immediately after the delivery. "Herb always wanted to be a doctor," she said. (AP
Wirephoto)

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
October 28, 1927, Mrs. L. G.
Jennie Marion, a for-get-meCox was the gracious host of the not, a young lady whose modesty,
Book Lovers Club on last Wed- purity, and charming disposition
nesday a fternoo n. October's has won for her a long list of
bright, blue weather, and lovely friends and admirers.
• • •
garden flowers within, and sevKatie Kevil, Diana, a goddess
eral guests, added much to the joy
of love, beautiful as a rosebud
of the occasion.
bathed by morning dews, to see
• • -•
Besides the regular club mem- her is to admire her, to know her
bers, Mrs. Elizabeth Ratliff-Ward- is to love her.
• • •
low of Palm Beach, Fla., and Miss
Georgia
Mitchussom a ,ea
Margie Amos, of Louisville, Ky.,
two former club members were nymph, whose flaxen hair, azure
eyes, winsome smiles, and sylph
present.
like grace makes her a young
• • •
October 28, 1927. Mrs. Roy Kol- lady of much adoration among
the gallant.
tinsky left last week for Asheville, N. C., where she will spend
the winter months.
• • •
November 1, 1927. Mrs. A. B.
Moss beautifully entertained her
card club Friday afternoon at
her apartment in the Henrietta.
• • •
Guests for the afternoon were
Mrs. Clarence Ulmer, Mrs. A. S.
Neel, Mrs. Carl Sparks, Mrs. B.
L. Keeney, Mrs. Armour Blalock, Miss Gladys Pickering, Mrs.
Henry Keeney, Mrs. L. R. Sutton,
Mrs. Robert Mason, of Eddyville,
Miss Myrtle Nichols, Miss Rose
Emma Koltinsky, and Miss Birdie
Nichols.
• • •
The colors for the afternoon
were yellow and white and were
suggested by the clusters of fall
flowers that were used in decorating throughout the rooms, one
great bowl of yellow chrysanthemums calling forth many exclamations of delight.
• • •
When the scores were tallied
at the close of the afternoon the
first prize was presented to Mrs.
Carl Sparks, the second prize to
Mrs. A. S. Neel.
• • •
"Pen Portraits" from Looking
Backward. Lelia Richey, a brignteyed pansy, unpretending, but
sweet, fresh, piquant and witty.
Sallie Wylie, a mayflower,
whose budding beauty and willowy grace has won for her a position in Princeton's constellatkon
of brilliant stars.

[(lily Ordering Of
j Fertilizers Advised

Twenty milk. 1,f newly constructed power lines will supply
electricity to 110 families in Menifee county.
Producing better alfalfa is one
plank in the 1949 improvement
lirograrn of Mercer county farmers.
Green Brashear of Viper, Perry
county, has a good stand of Ky.
31 fescue sowed in rows on hilly
land.
A Carnation company plant recently opened at Glasgpw gives
farmers of Barren and other
counties a new milk market.
Five farmers in Knox county
have founded herds of registered
Hereford hogs.
In a rat-killing campaign in
Montgomery county, 519 pounds
of poison bait were distributed to
480 families.
Alfalfa which produced 41
/
2
tons of hay an acre for Williani
Scoville of Laurel county is showing signs of "playing out."
To improve the quality of
home-killed meat, County Agent
J. W. Poe, Jr., distributed 70 bulletins to families in Breathitt
county.
T h e Henderson Settlement
school at Frakes, Bell county, haa
started a herd of purebred Brown
Swiss cattle.
Two hundred farm men and
women in Wolfe county attended
two meetings where poultry improvement was discussed.
Fifteen Fayette county farmers
will test the use of 60 pounds of
nitrate an acre to improve grassland.
J. C. Wells of Rowan county is
building a 10-room one-story farm
house with full basement, furnace, running water and other
modern improvements.
Eleven Jerseys owned by W. L
Titsworth of Ballard county have
completed a year on test with an
average production of 7,981
pounds of milk and 429 pounds
of butter fat.

Early ordering of farm fertilizers Is suggested by the Agricultural Experiment Station at Lexington. While supplies w 111 be
larger than in 1948, they still will
be short, in comparison with the
demand, it is stated.
Use of fertilizers has greatly increased in recent years. Kentucky farmers used 164,590 tons in
1940 and 586,000 tons in 1948.
A shift to the use of more higher
analysis fertilizer Is noted by the
Experiment Station. One company operating in Kentucky no
longer sells 3-9-6. "A decrease in
the use of 3-9-6 and also 2-12-6
means cheaper plant food," says
the station's statement.
"Stronger demand for higher
analysis fertilizers would be a
factor in increasing the proportion of these on the market. Early purchasers of fertilizers will be
much more like ly to get the
grades they want, especially
higher analysis grades, than will
late purchasers:,
Irish potatoes are grown in
every state of the United States.

JENNIFER JONES
GREGORY PECK
JOSEPH COTTEN

FULL-LENGTH
Exactly as originally
shown last year at
advanced prices! . . .

The famous Green Mosque at
Brussa, Turkey, got its name
from the thousands of green clay
tiles used to decorate its outer
wall.

.r . . . . . ., . _. . . . . . . . . „
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Thrilling
Spectacle

i

of the

and tillAMPitrsi in

New West!

"Colorado Sunset"

Leo McCarey, Producer of "Going My Way"
and "Bells of St. Mary"
Bring you
Another
Grand
Screen
Experience!

The heartwarming,
full-filled
story of
a good
Samaritan!

Eight hundred years ago a
monk in Egypt asked to hold his
job for life. When he died he
sistattunifitidland 'his tansariay„
still sits by the door where he
worked as a doorman.
After the death of Britain's
King Edward VII, his little wire
hair terrier, Caesar, was allowed
to march with the king's favorite horse directly behind the gun
carriage bearing the dead monarch.

THURS. & FRI.
JAN. 27-28
DOUBLE
FEATURE
THRILL
SHOW
Nov•r a Dull Mom•nt In
This Exciting ADVENTURE!

•This New and
Improved Motor Oil gives

Drastically cut prices
on discontinued styles
Formerly much higher priced
now they must go at savings to
YOU. Well made, they are deep
tufted, trimly bordered, seamless
to lie smooth. Choate o traditional Early American pattern or
Perhaps the popular Chinese
Bird of Paradise. Choice of
favorites from styles sknilor to
illustration.

SEARS,ROEBUCK AN
North Court Square

.'MORE POWER . . . .
sl MORE GAS MILES. . .
rl MORE DRIVING ECONOMY
MORE MOTORING PLEASURE
because it cleans as it lubricates. Drive in today. You'll
be glad you made the change
to HAVOLINE!

WI
Styled For The New Yearl
1949 cottons priced to stretch those thrifty dollars! 80 sq. percale, poplin abd broadcloth
frocks styled for looking pretty at home — going marketing -- and even taking in a movie!
Soft sweetheart necklines, long zippers, and full
120" skirts in a range of novelty prints--emocith
stripes in tailored types—floral prints with elastic set-in to hug your waist. Washable. 12-52.

maw um*,mut

2ND THRILL FEATURE.
Throbbing Mystery!

"Crimson Key"
featuring

Kent
TAYLOR

Doris
DOWLING

WHAT'S IHIM BUTLER GOT
THAT RED AIN'T GOT?
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Farmers To Get
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For Your Plumbing and Heating
Needs, Call

j
.

Shown at Caldwell County Courthouse at 7:30 P. M., Jan. 26

EATON'S DAIRY EQUIPMENT

Pre

KELM 0.TUDOR

TOBACCO SEED

A REAL BARGAIN

WHITE BURLEY
Nos.41A 16, F-17A, 56, BB57, BB14

JOINS RANDOLPH MOTORS

Announcement is hereby made of the appointment of the well known and popular Kelsie Tudor

as car and truck salesman for

"LITTLE CRITTENDEN" Dark Tobacc

How G

RANDOLPH MOTORS

We have Davco Fertilizer:
6-8-6,2-12-6,20% Superphosphate
SEE US FOR - - Field Seed, Fence, Barbed-Wire
Holland Tobacco Transplanter

Do The

C. A. WOODALL

Howl

Insurance Agency

ELDRED HARDWARE COMPANY
Phon

deeper

5th ANNIVERSARyY- SAgLSaEvi!ngs!

onda Bi
Friday- SaturdayNT-MARMKIN
G OUR FIFTH YEAR IN

KY CURVES
CAN
DEADLY!

BUSINESS. WE
DOWN GO PRICES FOR THIS EVE
APPRECIATE EVERY PAST FAVOR AND EXPECT TO BE HERE FOR A LONG TIME
BRINGING YOU THE BEST IN FURNITURE AT THE BEST POSSIBLE PRICES. COME INLOOK AROUND.

BE

Only Davis Gives You
AUTOMATIC
CURVE GRIPPERS
foe Sur••Footod Control on ice and snow?
Chant,* now to .

Bedroom Suites

DAVIS CURVE SAFETY
2

The PREMIUM Safety Tiro ... Guaranteed Years
$.143g• 125/5.3647 ......$111.11M
2 Tires as low as
$1 25 a Week.
6.00-16

"'

6.3015 .
6.23/6.304.6
Prices Plus Tea

DAVIS WEARWELLS--Guaranteed 12 Months.
/ sizes
6.90-16
Oepeocuble Quality Mon,

meg.
If.6111•

163 •
I•

N AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE
WESTER
- - HOME OWNED and OPERATED by
JOE P. WILCOX
W. Main St.
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FLOOR LAMPS
$5.95
Special
Washing Machine
Square Tub
1,10 Price $169.50

Now

$129.50

9x12 WOOL RUGS
JENNY LIND BEDS
TABLE LAMPS
Were $19.95
$59.95
95,
$49.
,
.95
$29
5
$3.9
Yours for
13.50
CHROMESpecial at
QUICK

MEAL

OIL RANGE
Regular $69.95

$49.95

5-PIECE

MATTRESSES
First Quality
were $59.95

Now

$49.95

All Prices Cut 10%
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Women To
omemakers Name Kentucky
Address Homemakers
epresentatives
Coldwell County To Be
Represented At Farm
Home Convention
Five Homemakers clubs have
s•sen representatives to t h e
ai and Borne Convention, Janry 25 through 28, at Lexing. Representatives will be
. Charles Geiger and Mrs.
• t Sims, Otter Pond; Mrs.
irgil Wats on, Farmersville;
Frank Burchett, Eddy
ek; Mrs. Raymond Phelps,
• der, and Mrs. W. D. Armg, Hopkinsville Road.
other clubs planning to send
s resentatives a r e Bethany,
,Sb and Hall.
Mrs flush Yates, county presat, will represent Caldwell
.syty.
-

Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Prineeton, Ky.

• Homemakers attending Fa r m
and sHome Week at, Lexington,
Jan. 25 to 28, will hear several of
their fellow homemakers who
have a part on the program.
Mrs. W. K. Morris, president of
t h e Kentucky Federation of
Homemakers, will address the
group on the subject, "Homemakers Go Forward." Other member
will review the national meeting
of the Federation which was held
in Tulsa, Okla., in October. They
are: Mrs. A. G. Hobbs, Warren
county; Miss Martha Hieatt, Fayette county; Mrs. Walter Bieck,
Oldham county; Mrs. W. J. Mara,
Campbell county; Mrs. M. 11.
Dunn, Lincoln county, and Mrs.
P. A. Jones, Ballard county.
At the business session of the
Kentucky Federation of' Homemakers to be held on Wednesday
evening, reports will bd. given by
Mrs. R. W. Jones, Quicksand, and
Mrs. Luther May, Danville, secretary and treasurer, respectively.
State chairmen of standing committees will report also. They are
Mrs. Sherman Dean, Nicholsville;
Mrs. C. 0. Ryan, Lawrenceburg;
Mrs. Carl Evans, LaCenter, and HONORARY FIRE CHIEF—Five-year-old David Cookson. who
lost both of his hands three years ago when he fell into a threshMiss Nina Jett, Newman.
er, tries out his new hat after he was made honorary Fire Chief
of Scranton, Pa. The firefighters also presented him with the toy
hook and ladder truck, and each contributed one dollar to boost
to almost $4,000 the fund started to purchase David a pair of artificial hands. With the youngster is the Rev. David T. Madden.
head of Scranton university. (AP Wirephoto)

Bond Buying Is
Inflation Check

7

Prescriptions
Phone 611
Ulna

WOOD DRUG STORE

Secretary of the Treasury
Synder today reminded bond
holders and bond buyers generally of the fact that the Treasury is urging individuals to buy
more Savinsg Bonds as a means
of combating inflation.
The campaign to increase the
sale of Savings Bonds is being
stimulated in various ways. In
furtherance of this campaign ,the
Secretary has decided to permit
individual holders of the Series
D-1939 Savings Bonds, whic
start maturing January 1, 190
to reinvest the proceeds, as the
mature, in the Series E. Sevin
Bonds which are currently o
sale, without regard to the annual limitation. This can be accomplished through the estab
lished •a ment and issue proced-

Some Recap Facts
How Good Is A Recapped Tire?
It's as good as the Carcass you put the cap on. If you have a
good slick Tire, you can be assured of thousands of miles of
Perfect Service.

Do The Caps Come Off?
How Long Will It Wear?
It can be proven right here in Princeton by Cab and Truck owners
and individuals that a recapped tire has more mileage in it than
original tread, the reason is you get one thirty-second of an inch
deeper tread than original tread.

How Long Does It Take?
CALL US for an appointment. We can do your full set in less than
one day, Passenger or Truck, or we have good Spares we can put
on your car in five minutes at no extra cost.

Who Have Their Tires Recapped?
ALL people who keep their fingers on the cost. Watch our doors
and you will see Farmers, Doctors, Bankers and Lawyers with good
slick tires having them capped.
••,
.......er.aefeasennemk...auemensminow.
aligilliffiSsetStt SIGISSIStr.--ss
---Amiesimmeemr,p-urrappr-004.....,
f=11101lges
Ssnia-sas

lin•auolity Of Assess
ments Tops Agenda
fol Coming Year
Flariktort, Jan. 11—The Legis-

A cheek made on the Licking
River farm of Jonah Wells convinced County Agent Charlie Dixon that dry weather was the
principal cause of the large number of broken stalks in Morgan
county corn last fall. He found
fewer broken stalks where deeprooting hybrid varieties were
grown, where there was shallow
cultivation on the contour, where
weeds were constrolled and
where cover crops and manure
were turned under.

BARGAINS!
Portable Remington Typewriter, Pica or

lative Research Commission is
giving major consideration to
five governmental projects, chief
of which is inequality of assessments, according to Director Arthur Y. Young.
In a report to Gov. Earle C.
Clements, who requested the
The tomb of Sun Yat-sen,
project, Lloyd said a report
founder of the Chinese republic,
should be ready February 1.
is outside the gates of Nanking,
Work on this project is being
China.
carried out in co-operation with
the Research Division of the Department of Revenue and other
interested agencies.
•
Don't let coughing. wherein.. recurring at.
tasks of Bronchial Asthma ruin sleep and
The commission is also mak- energy
without trying MINDA00. whisk
blood to reach bronchial
ing a study of strip mining in the wort. this the Usually
W. Ct. Sq.
helps nature quickly
tubes end lungs.
thick,
sticky mucus. Thus alleviates
remove
State.
coughing and aids freer breathing and better
The retirement systef
to r sleep (let IdENUACO from druggist. SatisState employes is also on the faction or money back guaranteed.
commission's program of stady,
slated for completion by September 1.
A survey of motor transportation laws was requested by the
director of the Division of Motor
Transportation. Work has just
begun on this, but the project
should be finished by October.
An education survey is also
being conducted but is not expected to be completed before
next December.
Pike Man Uses Less
Dr. Lloyd said that the commission, which was formed by
Land For More Corn
By applying 300 pounds of com- the 1946 General Assembly, is
mercial fertilizer to the acre, G. now composed of eight fullW. Newsome of Pike county told time employes.
County Agent James K. Stacey
he grew 691
/
2 bushels of corn an Watch Location
Of
acre on land that had never produced more than 33 bushels be- Home Sewer System
In making a septic tank for the
fore.
...Name any one of them. Then check its route
Following a visit by the county farm home, engineers at the Colfrom farm, mine or factory to your doorstep.
agent in the spring. Newsome de- lege of Agriculture and Horn e
Chances are you'll find
cided to quit growing corn on six Economics, University of Kentucit traveled much of the
acres of 30-degree hillside and ky, say the sewer line and tank
way via Illinois Central.
give more attention to 31
/
2 acres should be absolutely tight. OtherTo the Main Streets of Mid-America the
wise
leakage
there
may
into
be
of better land. As a result he grew
Illinois Central last year delivered most of life's
about 65 bushels more corn on a nearby well or cistern.
needs and luxuries. More
The septic tank may be as
the 31
/
2 acres than he had ever
than two million carloads of
close as 25 feet to the house, but
freight were hauled a total of
produced on the six acres.
neither sewer line nor tank
640 million miles. Passenger trains carried 48
ure, and the Series E bonds so should be closer than 50 feet to
million passengers safely to their destinations.
acquired will be exempt from a well or cistern. The disposal
Accomplishing this king-size delivery service
the $10,000 (maturity value) an- bed should be in ground draining
required 40,000 Illinois Central railroaders
nual limitation on holdings of away from the house and water
working around-the-clock with $700,000,000
worth of transportation property.
Series E bonds. Holders will be supply. It May be in a lawn, but
permitted to reinvest any part it is not considered safe to run
Tocarry forward and improve
these operations, the Illinois
of the proceeds of their matur- the disposal line through a vegeCentral last year added more
ing bonds up te such denomina- table garden.
than 4,100 new freight cars
tional amount as the proceeds
and a number of streamwill fully cover. Since Series E Mammoth Cave Park
lined passenger cars. Some 200 miles of main
bonds may be purchased only in To Receive $150,316
the names of individuals, only
Washington—AP—An increase
those Series D-1939 Savings of almost $20,000 was set aside
Bonds held by individuals will for Mammoth Cave National
be eligible for this privilege.
Park in the budget for the next
Any agent qualified to pay fiscal year, as recommended by
Savings Bonds, which is also an Congress today by President
issuing agent, can accomplish Truman.
this exchange through the simAnticipated expenditures f o r
ple procedure of redeeming ma- the current year, which ends
tured bonds registered in the June 30, were estimated at $130,names of individual owner or 496. The budget for the year
coowner, and applying the pro- opening July 1 includes $150,ceeds to the purchase of new 316 for Mammoth Cave Park.
Series E bonds. The bonds may
also be exchanged, of course, at
It is estimated that Americans
any Federal Bank or Branch, or read 400 million books a year.
at the Treasury Department.
The new bonds will be dated
as of the first day of the month
in which the matured Series
D-1939 Savings Bonds are prepolicies
"Bargain"
sented for payment. In order to
sse omy cheap if you
preserve the continuity of the
don't have a loss, but
investment, individual holders of
you buy insurance to
the maturing bonds should preprotect you against
sent them for exchange during
the month in which they mature.
loss, so get your
The Secretary took occasion
money's worth by
to express appreciation for the
placing your busisplendid response af the people
ness thro ugh this
of the country to the Treasury's
agency.
Savings Bond program. He also
expressed his- confidence that
people will divert their spending
dollars to Savings Bonds to the
COMPUTE INSURANCE SERVICE
fullest extent, in recognition of
In Will? MARKET Sr • PNONI 81
the check which this action has
against inflationary pressures.

ASTHMA

Elite Type
Was $119.67

Now $89.50
IA Saving

of More

Than 530,08?

Sears Order Office
Phone 790

line track were laid with new and heavier rail.
Keeping the railroad in smooth,
efficient daily operation required
an outlay of $135,000,000 foe
wages and $70,000,000 for materials, supplies
and outside services.

$4$

These expenses and all otherw—including taxes
of $ 32,000,000—were paid
out of charges averaging
about 10 per ton-mile for
freight and 20 per mile for passengers.
During 1949—the 99th year of service to the
people of Mid-America-\‘‘11
the Illinois Central will
continue its never-ending
program of improvementa,
deternuned as always to *a'w the friendship
and patronage of the people along its lines.
W. A. JoitHrrtus
Prendont

Barnes'

Finkel's
Has Good Bath Towels ... Cannon's
18 x 36 inches
Selling now at

Wheels and Batteries

Princeton Tire And
Recapping Co.
211 N. Harrison

SALE OF DRESSES
SALE OF SHOES
SALE OF MILLINERY
SALE OF YARD GOODS
BARGAINS IN EVERY DEPARTMENT

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Phone 559

They get results!

Weather Causes
Commission Studies Dry
Cornstalks To Break
5 Major Projects

Storewide Sale

About 1 In 500

U. S. Royal Distributor

Pa.e Five

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Last week an error by a compositor made these
towels sell at $2.99, no bargain in any case . . .
But at 29¢, a Splendid Buy!

IrINKEL'S
I AIR STORE
"Where Your $ $ Have More Cents"

Thursda , Januar 20, 19

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Pqge Six

Dr. Masters Speaks
To Rotary Club

Deaths & Funerals

Christian, Baptist
Teams Split Games

Willis B. McGregor

Scoring Close As
Seniors, Intermediates
Battle Thursday
Basketball teams of First
Christian
and First Baptist
Churches split games Thursday
night in Butler gym.
The Senior game was won,
25-20, by the boys from First
Christian. The game was nip and
tuck until the last quarter when
the winners managed to get
margin and hold on to it,
Senior players from First
Christian were Noble Oliver,
Billy Lewis, Billy Pettit, Ellis
DeBoe, Bobby Dunn, Bill Lubin,
Charles Wade, Carl Sholar and
While offering•long list of improvements in the new 1949 Studebaker models, the company has
Glenn Beavers. Baptist players
continued the popular Raymond Loewy design and added new Interior luxury. 'the famed Studebaker
vision is especially notable in the Commander five-passenger Starlight coupe(shown) with its panoramic
were W. R. Ethridge, Charles
windows. Topping the list of chassis changes are refinements which provide stepped-up performance
Farmer, Zane Haile, Billy MitchIs both the Commander and Champion engines.
ell, Gene Croft and Ch;,ries
Quartets To Sing;
Prool.
Baptists were victorious in the
Basketball Scheduled
Intermediate game, 20-17, in anThe Fairview Four, Nashville,
other hard fought battle. Baptist
Tenn., and the Radio Four, HopIntermediates were Bobby Bridkinsville, will sing spirituals at
ges, Charles Adams, Jimmy
Improvements To Include
State Now Has Two
8 o'clock, Sunday night, Jan. 23,
Richie, Johnnie Loftus, Wayne
$50,000 Waterworks
Honoring
Heroic
Spans
Catlett, Billy Gresham, Bobby
at Dotson School.
For Cabin Area
Pioneer
McConnell and Don Rusgell.
Three home basketball games
Kentucky Lake Park will get
Frankfort — Highway com- are scheduled
On the Christian team were
for Dotson gym.
Ronnie Wilson, Bobby Hogan, missioner Garrett L. Withers The first, Dotson vs. Dunbar the biggest slice of a $600,000
Dickie Pettit, Jackie Pedley, has named the Louisville Muni- High of Morganfield, will be fund to be spent by the State
Charles McMican, Orland Sigler,
pical Bridge across the Ohio played at 7:30 o'clock, Friday on park improvements this year.
and-David Pedley,
night, Jan. 21. The girls game
The total $182,724 has been diRiver the George Rogers Clark
will be first.
vided to include bath-house terMemorial Bridge in honor of the
Providence will play at 8 race and plantings (bath-house
pioneer American explorer. The o'clock, Monday night, Jan. 24, now being completed), $3,674;
span over the Clark River, near and Camp Campbell wil be here bath house water heater, $1,850;
By Mrs. Tilford Ladd
picnic shelter terrace landscapMrs. George Markoff and Mrs. Paducah, already is named for Wednesday night, Jan. 26.
Tom Phelps spent the weekend the heroic pioneer general.
ing, $3,500; power installation,
in Princeton visiting relatives.
$10,000; diving !lost, $2,200
In an official order Monday
Mrs. Bill White and little
drinking fountains, $2,500; tree
Commissioner Withers stated the
daughter, C ind y, Woodbridge,
and shrub plantings, $'7,500; 15
name was selected at the request
Va., are visiting her parents, Mr.
Cabins, $375,000; waterworks for
of Louisville social and civic orand Mrs. Klon Pickering.
cabin area, $50,000; power instalganizations.
Mrs. Novella Cartwright called
lation for cabin area, $7,500; ofThe bridge, built at a cost of
Hopkinsville Institution
on Mrs. Virgil Phelps Friday affice for cabin area, $6,000: superwas
$4,821,000,
a
opened
toll
as
To Get 22-Bed
ternoon.
intendent's home, $12,000.
Mr. and Mrs. Tilford Ladd bridge in October, 1929. NovemKentucky Dam Park will get
Third Story
ber
after
1,
the
1948,
revenue
spent the weekend in Evansville,
Construction of a third story $75,000 for a swimming area and
bonds
which
financed
construeInd., visiting Sergeant and Mrs.
bath-house.
thn of the bridge had been re- to provide space for 22 additionJack Rodman and children.
al
beds
in
Jennie
Stuart
mentorLucian Ladd, Mallie Morse tired from toll collections, the ial Hospital,
'Hopkinsville, at a
and son, Bill, and Michael Ladd span was turned over to the cost of
$150,000, will be finished
State
by
the
city
of
Louisville.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Doiph TyIt is now maintained by the De- in July, less than seven months FIRST CHRISTIAN
ne, Paducah, Sunday.
after work started on the proTom W. Collins, Pastor
Mrs. Tillie Pickering called on partment of Highways.
Clark came to Harrodsburg, ject, hospital trustees announced
Tom W. Collins, Pastor
Mrs. Sallie Wolf and Miss Ida
today.
Despite inclement weather,
Scott, Scottsburg, Saturday af- Kentucky, in 1775, and while
The third story is being built absenteeism was further reducthere conceived the idea of an
ternoon.
on
a
two-story
addition
previousexpedition to open up the unexed at the Chur#:h School list
Miss Charlotte It
Pool is
ly made to the original hospital. Lord's Day, with 114 abst.
spending two weeks here with plored Northwest Territory.
Designed by Lawrence Casner, About 123 failed to meet in *in
her mother, Mrs. Ermel Taylor.
architect, Madisonville, the ad- classes the previous Sunday. AcMiss Rose is attending mission- Commercial Club Goes
dition will have a red-brick ex- tive membership of the sch I.
ary school in Ft. Worth, Tex.
On Local Field Trips
terior to match the remainder according to the latest re4prt
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Davis,
of the building.
from the ateridance secretary! is
Denver, Col., are spending a few To Business Concerns
Standing on a plot 220 by 383 295.
The Commercial Club of Butweeks at their home in t h e
feet,
the
hospital
has
a
frontage
All adults, young people And
Friendship community. They are ler High School made a field of 104
feet. The new addition, children of the church family
living in Denver because of Mr. trip Monday, Jan. 3, to the Southern Bell Telephone office to containing 4,600 square feet, will are urged to be present at 9:45
Davis' health.
increase the institution's patient o'clock and remain throughout
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Perry study methods and set-up in a
capacity to 37 beds.
the entire period of activities of
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. telephone office. Before Christthe church school and morning
mas the club visited the First
Donald Ladd.
Convention
Attends
worship. Visitors are always welMrs. Vernon Taylor, Mrs, Clay 'National Bank.
Mr. and Mrs. George Eldred come.
The club plans to purchase a
Scott and Mr. and Mrs. Bill
will return today from LouisWe were happy to welcgine
Scott were in Evansville, Ind., mimeograph machine for the deto
partment, part of the money be- ville, where he attended the Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Miles
last Saturday shopping.
ing made by two plays given by Kentucky Hardware Retailers' the fellowship of the church
Sunday.
the club members at the high Convention.
Home From Hospital
Church School, 9:45 o'clock.
T. D. Worrell, cashier at I, C. school, Miss Margaret Boaz,
About 26 species of rhododenMorning Worship, 11 o'clock.
freight depot, has returned to his sponsor, said Friday.
drons
in
are
the
found
United
CYF, 6 o'clock.
A scrapbook of this year's hind
home on W. Main street, followStates and Canada.
Evening Worship, 7 o'clock.
ing treatment at I. C. Hospital, last year's work is being made.
Five million eight hundred
Everyone will find a welcome
Paducah, for a heart ailment.
thousand automobiles entered at all of the services.
Mrs, Duke Pettit, Sr., is visHis condition is improved, It IS
iting her cousin, Mrs. H. H. Wat- Canada from the United States
reported.
In 1947.
son. Corpus Christi, Tex.
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS

$182,724 Provided
for Ky. Lake Park

Louisville Bridge
Named For Clark

Sandlick Road

Hospital Addition
Ready In July

At The Churches

1

WE THANK YOU
We are truly grateful to the hundreds of friends and customers who came to the formal opening of our new building Saturday,
Jan. 15, and made of that occasion a happy one for us and those
associated with us. The flowers and the many expressions of good
will and wishes were especially welcome.
To those who were for some reason prevented from visiting
us at our open house, we extend a cordial invitation to come today,
or any day convenient. You will always be welcome.
We are indeed grateful for the splendid patronage you have
given us and extend a most cordial invitation to each and everyone
to return soon and often.

Old Madisonville Road, Rev
William E. Cunningham, pastor
Sunday School 9445 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 AM.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday evening' prayer'
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
7:30 Evening Worship.
Morning Worship, 11 am.
FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Haller. Pastor.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
11:50 a.m. Morning Service.
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
LEBANON BAPTIST
(Rev. Z. Cannon. pastor)
Services held every second
Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock
Sunday morning at 11
and
o'clock.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
David W. Schulherr, minister
9:45 Sunday School
10:45 Morning Worship
5:45 Westminster Fellowship
Evening Service, 7 p.m
BARBER MEMORIAL
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School, 9:45 am. ft
C Ethridge, Supt.
Midweek Worship, Wednesday, 7 p.m
Choir Rehearsal. Wednesday, 8
p.m.

COLEMAN-DUNN COMPANY
CURTIS COLEMAN,
PAUL DUNN

CEDAR BLLTFF BTPTIST
Rev, Everett 'McConnell will
preach at Cedar Bluff Baptist
Church at 7 o'clock Sunday
night, Jan. 23. The public is in,
vited to attend.

Dr. Willis Bailey McGregor,
77, died Friday morning, Jan.
14, at the home of his son, Dennis McGregor, White School
community. He has been ill for
a long time.
Funeral services were conducted Saturday afternoon at the
home, the Rev. J. W. Robinson,
Madisonville, in charge. Burial
was in Weatherspoon cemetery.
Dr. McGregor is survived by
his widow, Mrs. Winnie McGregor; five daughters, Mrs. Tom
Thomason, Mrs. Lawrence
Smith, Mrs. Lelia Copeland,
Mrs. Luther Holeman and Mrs.
Ernest Carroll; four sons, Dennis, Everett, Hazel and Orvil;
sister, Mrs. Joe Bryson, and
brother, Burris McGregor.
Dr. McGregor was an optician
in Caldwell and adjoining counties for 50 years.

il'bi
lf;irts
'1711J
‘ ly'lear
n lllivHit:Ylik)isc
wilillth
l lead
discussion on the Women's
sionary Yearbook for women
the First Baptist Chun h,
day night, Jan. 27. A
supper will be ser,
o'clock and the discu.
begin at 7 o'clock.

Willis Bradley Board, 72 died
Sunday, Jan. 16, after a long
illness. Funeral services were
conducted Tuesday in White Sulphur Baptist Church, the Rev.
Mr. DeBell, assisted by the Rev.
0. M, Schultz, in charge. Burial

.
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SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY

Advance for Christ and His
Church. It is most urgent that
all Methodists, and others who
may come, shall be in the Church
School.
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
o'clock

HODGE MOTOR SALES & EQUIPMENT CO.

she
Depart
gThe

(Use Our Pick-Up and Delivery Service)
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•
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'rerIng

When You Buy Meats .

,

wedd.nt
aoa Penn,
`sine in

Is It Only The Price
Per Lb. That Counts?

Ar. and ?A
City, Ea.,
#..12 week.

Regardless of price, meat isn't a good buy unless it
gives you your money's worth of enjoyment. That's what makes AA'
'SUPER RIGHT" meats such outstanding values.
Every one of these tender, juicy cuts is specially selected to giN#
right delicious eating, and close-trimmed
of excess
money. Yet because we Nell ,u,:.
quantities of "Super Right" meats, we're able to waste to giveyou more of it for your
mark them with prices that are stiprisingly low.

SMOKED PICNICS '
HAMS
PORK
PORK SAUSAGE
FRYERS
O

PRIME RIBS
OF BEEF
Lb.

READY -TO-EAT SHANK PORTION

65c

lb.

ROAST FRESH PICNIC STYLE

All Good or Dawn

lb.

PURE

SLICED
BACON
Lb. 49c

I-lb. bag

FRESH FULL DRESSED

CEAN

FISH

1,1 •

DRESSED WHITING

lb.
lb.

39c
55c
35c
35c
59c
17c

Lb.
Bag

10

BEEF, •
STEAKS

$3.49

49c
29c
19c
15c

lb. mesh bag
lb. mesh bag

1-1b. cello bag

60LDEN RipE

lb.
•MtV..••••••••
••

Lb.

50 Lb. Paper Bag

$2.41

SWEET YAMS
GRAPEFRUIT
GRAPES
RAISINS

or Gr Beans (Iona) '
2 No. 2 cans

Dill, 1125c

LANGS

NAVY BEANS

CALIFORNIA EMPEROR

A&P SEEDLESS. .

8 O'CLOCK

sweet, qt.

lb. bag'

LAYER CAKE

Lemon
Sherbert

plain sugar or cinnamon
Crisp

CHED-O-BIT

.ctn. dos
1-1b. can

46-oz. can

IONA IN SYRUP

No. 21 v can

PINTO or GR. NORTH.10
10 lbs. bulk 99c
I

Lbs.
Bulk

25
3

SUNNITIELD PLAIN

SHORTENING
eke

29c LARD
17c OLEO
75c EGGS

50

PURE FRESH

Swift's Prem

43c

1 49

lb bag

Men

lb can 1•05

catil8C

lb. can

Lb.
Loaf

Lg. Box33C

81'
Storyland

Reg. bar•28c

Redo

Redo

NE
STA
81-i
Si.
SPEC
NEW

TO c
H•30
my,
SO '
FtjlI
M
Hea
Corn

A&P Self Service
51.

mimmilimpor

BRO

Lary

With One Cloth In Every Rog'

Silver Dust

Redu

8.69
25c
66c

Lifebuoy Soap

3

HEA

49'
ctn. doz

Most. Var.

Men

Fast

SUNNYBRROK, Grade A large

Heinz Soups

Redo

•

1-lb.

2

19c
25c

89'

SURE GOOD MARGARINE

Cheese
Food

I2-oz. tin

101.4A

EACH

Fresh crisp, most varieties, 2 doz. in pkg.

Lux Toilet Soap
BARi4C

NEW
Redu

39'

Can

10 ib bag89c FLOUR
3
s15 DEXO

FINE GRANULATED

2 (a„, 17c

Reduc

lb bar

No. 2/
1
2

25c TOMATO JUICE
39c PEACHES

Choice Hand
Picked

2 ,b,25c
8
39c
2 h29c
21s-es. ptt 29c

MARSH SEEDLESS

FRUIT COCKTAIL Del Monte

Kitchen Klenzer

77c

Lb.

GROWN

5
5

FIRM RIPE

COOKIES
DONUTS
POTATO CHIPS

Men
ALL

Round or Sirloin

MAINE

100 lb. bag

YORK APPLES
YELLOW ONIONS
CRANBERRIES
BANANAS

SUGAR
COFFEE

49c

POTATOES
550
10
55'

MICHIGAN RUSSETS

TOMATOES
PICKLES

Reduc

BEEF
ROAST
Lb

100%

BRO

FIR FLAVOR RICH
U. S. No. 1 GRADE
IDAHO
BAKERS

lb.

bUK•

Any (buck

(

11111Mommom.

soft.

Aerie such as is proposed
More than 50 men
have evinced a desire
charter members of the
ganization, it is reported.
The Eagles now have
than 1650 Aeries, with a
membership of 1,500,000, a,
ganizer reported.

USED CARS!

Willis B. Board

Rath Sive
OGDEN METHODIST
Dr. Summers Brinson, Pastor
Definite plans are being set
up for an increase In enrollment
and attendance of the Church
se with
world-wide Methodism's

Eagles Aerie Is
In Prospect Here

Dr. F. M. Masters spoke on
"Opportunity and What to Do
About It" at the Rotary Club
A ,all fur a meeting of prosTuesday night. Prat R. A. Belt,
charter members of a
pective
rings, was visiting
Dawson
of the Fraternal OrAerie
new
JunCroft,
Gene
41
Rotarian,
which is being
Eagles
present.
of
der
was
ior Rotarian,
organized in Princeton has been
III Of Pneumonia
issued by an organizer for the
Bobby Pruitt, son of Mr. and F.O.E. The meeting will be held
Mrs. Seldon Pruitt, Lakewood Wednesday night, Jan. 26, in the
neighborhood, is recovering from circuit courtroom.
pneumonia, it is reported.
Those interested are Invited
•
to attend.
Total color blindness is exThe organizer will explain
tremely rare.
the aims and benefits of the
F.,agles, and
was in Cedar Hill Cemetery. Mr. Fraternal Order of
Board is survived by his widow, discuss the requirements for
granting a charter for a new
brothers and sisters.

Yet
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Chosen

Vice President

Of GOP Women's Clubs

P

Mrs. J. N. Smith, Eddyville
was elected vice president of the
Kentucky Federation of Women's Republican Clubs at the annual convention of that organization, held at Louisville. Mrs.
Walter liarang, Louisville, was
president, succeeding
chosen
Mrs. George Joplin, Jr., Somerset.

[ewistown News

The health ui our coluniumty
Billy Glen Cartwright and
is very good, only a few cases
Glen Blanc recently enlisted in
of mumps having been reported.
the Navy and are stationed at
°ether Capps and Edd ChamSan Diego, Calif.
. to expedite handling
NOTE: Please call No. 50 and give Item, for this page to whoever anewets the phone
of the news.
bliss were in Evansville, Ind.,
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Beshears
Sunday.
and daughters, Frances and MaJames Bishop left Saturday for
Fidelis
Class
Members
der-Averdick
and
1.fellowship
Beshears
S.
Has
James
Group
Mrs.
bel,
o
Hot Springs, Ark.
Mrs. Stella Harris are spending
marriage of Mrs. Leona Attend Tacky Party
Program And Party
Mrs. Mettie Morris was in
o weeks' vacation in Hot
a
The Westminster Fellowship Sp ngs, Ark.
ader and Henry G. Averdick Thursday Night
town Saturday on business.
.1( place at 8:45 o'clock, Frian d
Mrs. Cora McNeeley
Members od the Fidelis Class group of First Presbyterin
rs.53. B. Lester spent
.
r. and M
light, Jan. 14, in the rectory
2 cup daughter, Mollie, spent the
1
powder, 1 egg, 1 cup milk /
of First treptist Church attended Church, Fredonia, gave a party Sunday in Nashville, Tenn., with
Father
Church,
Paul's
St.
shorting (must be at room tem- weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
a tacky party Thursday night, in connection with its regular their daughter, Mrs. Marshall
chard Clements officiating.
George Franklin.
perature).
Royce.
Mr,
and
Royce,
Jan. 13, at the home of Mrs. meeting Thursday night in the
• •
Everett Dillingham and HesMethod: Sift together corn
Robert Boitnott. Costumes rang- church Sunday School rooms,
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Daveninkley-Gault
meal, sugar, salt and baking ten Alexander were in Hopkinsport and Mr. Don Warren, Ro
powder into a medium-sized ville Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Brinkley, ed from very modern to Gay Miss Marcella Holleman was in cheater, spent Sunday at the
Monroe Powell w a s in our
adisonville, announce the mar- Nineties styles.
charge of the program. Present home of Mrs. Fred Taylor.
bowl. Add egg, milk and shorten• • •
ing. Beat with rotary beater un- community Monday.
age of their daughter. Miss
After
potluck dinner there were Misses Jane -Belt, Marcella
a
Taylor, Mr. Sam
Mi. Horitc
Holloman, Mary Leuise Canada,
til smooth, about 1 minute. Do Mrs. Dewey Pool spent Monvon Brinkley, to Xenneth W. was a
business session. The Betty
York and Jo Ann York, Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Hiram
not overbeat. Bake in greased 8- day at Otter Pond.
ult, son of Mr. and Mrs.
meeting opened with devotional
Effie Gray,
Mrs. Hester Powell and son,
Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett, James Miller and Mrs.
inch square pan or greased 8mes A. Gault, Jr., Elmira, N.
Beaver Dam, spent Monday at
by Mrs. R. D, Leech, class teaafterSaturday
o'clock,
York,
Barber
Holloman,
e
o
J
inch ring mold in hot (425 de- George, called on W. H. Frank4
At
Taylor.
Fred
Mrs.
of
home
the
cher, and closed with a prayer
• • •
Conway and George Brooks.
Dec. 11, at the home of
:rees, F.) oven for 20 to 24 mm - lin Monday afternoon.
b* Mrs. Roy G. McClellan, visiMrs. Kax Pugh was in the
Sgt. and Mrs. Robert L. Wylie,
tea or bake in hot greased corn
e bride's brother, Cosby
tor. Mrs. Cook Oliver was electFolsom, Calif., arrived here SunWhite School community Saturrinkley, Vienna, Va. R e v.
minutes.
20
to
15
tor
pans
.ick
Lottie Moon Circle
day to be at the bedside of his
ed class reporter.
CornbreaN-in any of its forms day.
ank Fife, Baltimore, officiated
The Lottie Moon Circle of the mother, Mrs. James R. Wylie,
During the social hour class
ceremony.
ring
double
--is particularly good with chili
the
who is seriously ill.
First
Baptist
Church
at
met
the
members presented a playlet,
• • •
Mrs. Cosby Brinkley was matma Gri n ( ) waitress, and con earns. You can put the chili
"The Family Doctor." An old- home of Mrs. Claude Kolinsky
Betty Joyce Wilkerson
Miss
of-honor and Mr. Brinkley
tavern operators, were with in a casserole, top with the hot
Whaidon,
Tuesday
Floyd
Mrs.
and
night,
Mr.
Jan. 11, with nine has returned home after a two
?ashioned spelling bee followed,
best man.
Make a quick icing for an 8
members and one visitor pres- weeks' visit to Mr. and Mrs. Grenville Baker, New York banking family heir, the night he corn bread, and accompany with
then
and
the
ladies
were
requesta big salad. For an easy dessert or 9 inch square of plain white
The bride wore winter white
Tallaat
family,
head,
the
in
wound
pistol
and
puzzling
a
of
17)
(Jan.
died
ent.
Cunningham
Boyd
to
ed
Bible
give
quotations beepe with amber accessories
hassee, Fla, The young amateur aviator died on one of the many serve fresh fruit and cheese and cake by melting two or three
The devotional was given by Derto,t, Mich,
ginning with their initials.
• • •
d carried a nosegay of assorted
winding trails of his mother's "Horseshoe Plantation", where the maybe a plate of crisp cookies. tablespoons of butter or mar
W.
Mrs.
Willis.
E.
Robert
Mrs.
Visitors were Miss Clotilda
James Nichols Guess, Louisbite flowers.
Jacob had charge of the program. ville, attended the funeral Mon- Duke and Duchess of Windsor were entertained two years ago. This is a popular and inexpen- garine in a skillet and adding a
Marrillia,
Louisville,
LilMrs.
Mrs. Gault was graduated
third cup of brown sugar; mix
Present were Mesdames W. E. day of his uncle, Fred Nichols. Sheriff Frank Stoutamire offered no theories, and no one was sive menu for a crowd.
lian Williams and Mrs. McClel• • •
Cornbread muffins are won- well over low heat, then add a
m Butler High School in 1942
being held in connection with the case. (AP Wirephot,o)
Willis, Claude Koltinsky, Frank
MesMembers
were
lan.
present
• attended Spencerian Susiderful f o r Sunday morning cup of shredded coconut. Spread
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Wilson, Cecil Smith, Robert JacCollege, Louisville, and the dames P. A. Steele, Frank Black- ob, Mina Tom Ryan; Misses Walter Rogers were the Rev.
breakfast-serve them hot from over the surface of the cake and
niversity of Louisville. For 5 burn, F. P. Giannini, W. F. Pick- Mary Wilson Baker, Gwen Book- and Mrs. Tom W. Collins and
the oven with lots of butter or toast carefully in the broiler.
ens, G. H. Brown, Edna Glover,
family and Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
• • •
margarine and honey or currant
-,rs she was employed by the
Beatrice Thompson, Clarence er, and Melville Young. Mrs. M. Carter.
•
•
dish
hearty
•
really
a
for
Or
jelly.
drained peas
'or Department, working in
canned
Combine
T. Stewart was a visitor.
hington, D. C., and Hono- Wood, May Morris, Ruth McElsplit them and top with creamed with cooked rice and canned
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Pruett
The hostess, assisted by Misses
Leech
Cook
L.
roy,
R.
Oliver,
drief beef-you'll need about a drained mushrooms for a buffet
!u She is now employed at the
attended a birthday dinner Sunand Robert Boitnott and Misses Mary Wilson Baker and Mel- day at the home of the latter's
en between the halves and top quarter pound of the bee/ for
By Cecily Brownstone
.yrersity of Louisville.
supper dish to serve with cold
ville
Young,
a
served
delicious
Busch Cummins and Maude Quis(AP Food Editor)
sister, Mrs. C. A. Mansfield, and
with cream gravy. A wonderful three servings.
Mr. Gault is a graduate of
meat and a relish.
plate lunch.
They also
Sturgis,
Mansfield,
.
berry
en
Mr.
Do you use cornbread to good chicken leftover specialty! Serve
•uisiana State University,
Good, too, for breakfast fare is
The next meeting will be held visited Mrs. Pruett's father, E
• • •
advantage? Hot cornbread with whole or jellied cranberry fried mush - served with panhere he majored in mechanical
Half a cup of hot milk and a
at the home of Miss Mary Wil- L. Rakes.
• • •
squares, crusty corn sticks, a sauce for delicious teaming.
ngineering. A captain in the Lakewood Club Meets
mapor
honey
and
apples
fried
teaspoon of salt will be suffison Baker in February.
Just one word about buying le syrup. To make the mush, cient to add to a pound of potaCapt. and Mrs. Dick Gaylee, beautiful golden ring-are just
eld artillery, he served 4 years With Mrs. Littlepage
Tokyo, Japan, have written the things to add hearty nour- corn meal. Look on the label mix a cu,.) of yellow corn meal toes that have been boiled, peelWorld War IL He is employThe Lakewood Club met Frifriends they plan to return to ishment and good flovor to thrif- for the word "enriched." This with a cup of cold water. Add a
by a Louisville industry. • day night at the home of Mrs. Fredonia W. M. S.
ed and mashed. Beat the mashed
Princeton in the spring.
ty winter menus.
means that thiamine, riboflavin, teaspoon of salt to three cups of potatoes with the hot milk and
Following a reception given Julian Littlepag.e Members pres- Meets Thursday
• • •
The cornbread ring is a new niacin, and iron have been add- boiling water (in top part of dou- seasoning until they are light
mediately after the ceremony, ent were Mesdames Seldon PruCircle No. 2 of the Fredonia
Mrs. J. E. Lane has returned
r. and Mrs. Gault left for a itt, Charlie ,McCarthy, Richard Baptist Women's Missionary So- to her home in Cookeville, Tenn., idea, and a simple way to bring ed to increase its nutrition ble boiler) and stir in the corn and fluffy; pile into a shallow
by the variety to a meal. Just bake values.
meal mixture; cook about 5 min- baking dish and brown under
edding trip through Maryland darner, Roy Rowland, Frsd ciety met Thursday afternoon at after being called here brother,
illness and death of her
cornbread in an 8-inch ring mold
Here's your one cornbread rec- utes, stirring constantly. Cover the broiler.
ad Pennsylvania. They are now Stewart, I. J. Harris, Cook Oli- the home of Mrs. Elbert Beck. Fred Nichols.
• • •
and serve it with creamed ipe-with variations to turn out the saucepan, place it over boilhome in Louisville.
ver and Hugh Francis, Misses Following the program refresh• • •
An excellent, sauce for BrusMr. and Mrs. G. C. Wilkerson :thicken, fish, reas or whatever squares, sticks or the golden ing water and continue cooking
Ivy and Clore Sharp, and the ments were served -by the hosin
Plant
Glass,
home
J.
left-over
the
department
to
S.
their
has
Mrs.
to
and
one-bowl
returned
easy
the
Note
ring.
have
30 minutes, stirring occasional- sels Sprouts is quickly made by
Mr.
hostess. Miss Altheline Harper, tess to Mesdames Floyd Jones,
visiting
ity, Fla., visited in Princeton
ly. Now pour the cooked corn melting a quarter cup of butM. F. Rice, Walton Woodall, J. Detroit, Mich,. after Mr. and offer. A garnish of pineapple method by which it's made.
Paducah, was a guest.
their respective parents,
is week.
Lightning Cornbread
meal into a loaf pan and when ter or margarine and allowing
J. Rogers, Gene Rogers, Arlie Mrs. George Wilkerson and Mr. halves and watercress will make
it party fare.
Ingredients: 1 cup enriched it's cold cut it into quarter-inch it to brown lightly over low
Vinson, Veldin Yandell and Rus- and Mrs. R T. Flynn.
Cornbread squares also can yellow corn meal, 1 cup sifted slices, roll in flour and pan-fry heat; then add two tablespoons
sell Yates.
• • •
Mrs. Frank Rhodes, Mayfield, play a main dish part Split the enriched flour, 3/4 cup sugar, ih in a small amount of hot fat un- of cider vinegar and pour over
spent Monday night and Tues- squares and top with a cream- teaspoon salt, 1/4 cup sugar, /
2 til it is golden-brown, on both a quart of the sprouts that have
1
Mr. And Mrs. Phelps
day with Mr. and Mrs. H. W. ed mixture--or put sliced chick- teaspoon salt, 2 teaspoons baking sides.
been cleaned and cooked.
street.
Harrison
N.
Nichols,
Entertain At Rook
•
•
•
•
.4 Mr. and Mrs. Ed Phelps, Fre- Miss Altheline
Harper, Padu100% Virgin Wool Worsteds
donia, entertained with six tab- cah, is visiting her sister, Mrs.
les of rook Saturday night at Seldon Pruitt, and Mr. Pruitt.
Reduced to
their home. Playing were Mr.
1 • •
Miss Margie Amass returned
and Mrs. V. E. Coleman, Mr. and
from ChattarnooWednesday
last
Mrs. Ebert Beck, Mr. and Mrs.
ga,, Tenn., where she spent two
Orville
Prowell,
and
Mr.
Mrs.
ALL WOOL
w ks with Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
Noble Paris, Mr. and Mrs. Aub- King and family.
• • •
Reduced to
rey Litchfield, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Lisanby
Hervey Thompson, Mr. and Mrs.
are spending January in Florida.
Arlie Vinson, Mr. and Mrs. Eu• • •
clid Quertermous, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. F. E. White, 104 Locust,
NEW SPRING COLORS
J. D. Bugg, Mr. and Mrs. Char- has returned after a visit of sevles Baker, Mr. and Mrs. Luther eral weeks with her daughter,
Reduced to
Owen Felts, and Mr.
Barnes and Mr. and Mrs. Phelps. Mrs. J.
Felts, Nashville, Tenn,
• • •
A potluck supper vvas served.
Mr. and Mrs. George D. Hill
BROWN AND GREENS
left last week to spend the winAttend Ballet Busse
Mrs. J. L. Walker and daugh- ter in Florida.
• • •
Reduced to
ter, Sarah Demetra; Mrs. J. D.
Mrs. Shell Smith returned FriAlOxander and daughter, Jane; day from Valhalla, N. Y., where
Nancy Taylor and Miss Nancy she has been visiting her daughStawers spent last week-end in ter, Mrs. William Godfrey ChilLouisville, where they attended dress, and Dr. Childress.
.• •
HEAVY 32-0Z. ALL WOOL
the Ballet Russe.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Clore, Midthe funeral o
attended
dlesboro,
Reduced to
Mr, Fred Taylor hereJanuary 9.
FBIA Plans To Have

Household Hints

Let's Serve It
With Cornbread

FINAL CLEARANCE
MEN'S $45.00 SUITS
29.95
Men's $39.95 Gabardine Topcoats
29.95
MEN'S $19.95 SPORT COATS
12.9§
Men's $18.75 Corduroy Sport Coats
12.98

town

or

Men's $8.95 Mackinaws and Jack
Shirts

travel

698
.

Men's $22.50 Horsehide Leather
Coats

15.00

BROWN ONLY
Reduced to

Men's $12.98 Capeskin-Leather
Coats

10.00

Reauced to

NEW LOW PRICES ON REGULAR
STAPLE EVERYDAY MERCHANDISE
81-in. Heavy Unbleached Sheeting
$1.00 Yd. Value

17'yd
80 SQUARE DUBARRY PRINT
39'yd
$2.69 WHITE SHEET BLANKETS
1.50
36-in. BROWN SHEETING
241/2 yd.
10
Boys' 8-oz. Little Brother Overalls
1.79 pr.
Men's Big Brother Overalls
2.49 pr.

SPECIAL FOR JANUARY

smartness

Rummage Sale

Owen Ingram a
Plans made by the FBLA \ MesdamesRogers were recen
Elizabeth
Club of Butler High School at visitors in Louisville.
Monday's meeting include a
• • •
rummage sale Saturday, Jan. 29,
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Bishop
and the sending of information made a business trip to St. Louis
to other schools concerning Mo., last week.
• • •
MLA in order that more clubs
Mrs. Frederick B. durtenius
can be formed. Lillian Rae Kalamazoo. Mich., is the gues
Barnes is reporter for the group. of Miss Katharine Garrett.
•
Miss Edythe° Moore, Scarrit
A little canned *tomato soup is
Tenn., is the
Nashville,
College,
a good addition to French dressguest this week of Dr. and Mrs.
ing.
J. J. Rosenthal.

-by

INSURANCE
Is Our Business

NEW PATTERNS

Fast Color

Large 70x90 Size
TO CLOSE AT

It's the suit for that important job,
for town or out-of-town travel.

ASK US ABOUT YOUR INSURANCE
PROBLEMS

.

Wide lapels, buttons in threes,

.

trim-fitting waist--

We will be glad to advise you without

details that give it a well-planned

obligation.
"tweedy look" that's so new,

Heavy 56x60 Count

so smart. In a pure worsted fabric

Yds. for $2.39

by Miron
As seen in Seventee•

Full Cut Sanforized
Made just like DADS

Play Safe

Call Us

JOHN E. YOUNG INS. AGENCY
Telephone 25

Mrs Ree . Engelhardt,

wiser

410

Exclusive with us

Heavy 8-oz. Sanforized for

Comfortable long service

Sizes 7 to 15.

Princeton, Ky.

qamm...m,1
"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

W. Cl, Walrond, Mgr.

z
*s.

e.

•*.

44'
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Chapman Sponsors
School, Health Aid
Washington, D. C.--Sen. Virgil M. Chapman last week introduced bills in Congress de,signed to provide federal aid
for States and local governmental units in the fields of education and health.
Under provisions of Senator
Chapman's federal education bill,
$300,000,000 would be oppropriated to supplement State and local public school funds. The
health bill would provide federal aid for establishment of

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredosia, Ky.
VANS WAITING

ilba

local health centers.
Senator Chapman said his education bill would assist States
and local school districts, "now
with many fiscal
confronted
problems stemming from t he
high cost of government operation, in discharging the obligation of the State to provide ample and proper educational opportunity for all of its children."
The bill, the Senator a a Id,
"would provide needed aid to
education for States and local
school districts and at the same
time preserve State and local
control." The bill, he added, provides "for the grant of public
funds to be spent in accordance
with the constitutions and laws
of the respective States."
Enactment of his health bill,
the Senator said, would result
ultimately in a full time health
unit in every county in the United States. "The need for such
facilities was shown by testimony before the tiammittee on
Interstate and Foreign commerce in the Eightieth Congress
which revealed that fewer than
10,000,000 Americans are now
living in communities that have
well-equipped full-time health
units; that 40,000,000 other people have practically no publichealth service available and that
the remaining 90,000,000 citizens
have the benefit of very inadequate public-health service," he
added.
Hedge hyssop, an herb with
a bitter, nauseous taste, once
formed the basis for celebrated
gout medicine.

Farmers Had $1,600
Incomes Before War

From 1935 to 1939, before wet
affected pi ices, the six million
farmers in the United States had
gross incomes averaging about

Here's how YOU
can win the Gold Bars
of an Army Officer
TWO NEW WAYS TO JOIN THE RANKS
OF AMERICA'S YOUNG LEADERS
DIRECT COMMISSION

Homemakers
Training School

Traylor; Cobb, Mrs. Clyde Wood,
Mrs. 'Earl Wood; Crider, Mrs.
A. D. McElroy, Mrs. Hugh Yates,
Hays; Eddy
Mrs. Cleveland
Creek, Mrs. M. P. Brown, Jr.,
M r s. Wylie Brown; Eddyville
Road, Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, Mrs.
L. C. Lisman; Farmersville,
Mrs. Luke Ray, Mrs. Pat Tyrie;
Friendship, Mrs. Charles Skeels;
Hopkinsville Road, Mrs. J. F.
Boitnott;
Graham, Mrs. Don
Lakewood, Mrs. Cook Oliver;
Otter Pond, Mrs. Charles Geiger, Mrs. Guy Shoulders, and
Quinn, Mrs. Will Sigler.

A,

,,..7

COXIIt40

11

FLOOR

SASE

mot'
srow't
llOmplete

Quinn Homemakers

satisfaction
in

CONCRETE
FLOOR
ENAMEL

A Product of

PAINT and VARNISH CO.

'Waterproof

RUBBERCRETE is highly recommended for
concrete floors because of its Pliolite base.
Pflolite Is completely unaffected by acids
and alkalies, therefore is not subject to alkaline saponification as aro oil or varnish
base materials. When concrete Is poured
below grade level any coating applied is
subject to attack by alkalies leached from
the_ittriterit by water. Rubbercret• will re-

'Tough

'Colorfast

main unaffected by this alkali.
Rubbercrete is highly resistant to the wear,
abrasion and scuffing to which a floor is
continually exposed. When correctly opplied there is actual penetration of color
into the cement which means long service
before wear paths show themselves
Made in four appropriatelV beautiful colors.

REGARDLESS OF PRICE

RED SPOT PAINT
Is GUARANTEED TO BE THE BEST PAINT EVER MIXED

'JOINER'S

The Quinn Homemakers Club
met at 10 o'clock, December 21,
in the home of Mrs. Roy Traylor for a Christmas meeting.
Miss Alta Towery, president,
presided. Mrs. Roy Traylor read
as devotional the Christmas
story from the second chapter of
Luke. The major project, slip
covers, was discussed by Mrs.
Will Sigler.
After a covered dish luncheon
the group gathered around a
Christmas tree in the living
room for gift exchange and recreation period.
Present were Mesdames J. R.
Villines, Marlin Sigler, Will
Sigler, Clyde Coleman, Raymond
Lowery, and E. P. Traylor and
Misses Alta Towery and Wilma
Vandirever

Quint 4-H Club,_
The Q1112111 441 Club hag'
members enrolled who are carrying 34 projects, 11 of which
have been started.
The regular meeting was held
Wednesday afternoon, Jan. 5,

YOUR FRIENDLY HARDWARE

Sell Your Tobacco
Where Your Neighbors Sell
Moss, Heltsley and Frankel

Rotary, C. C. Ask
Park's Transfer

Phone 974

PrOfeSSor Je
00(41.i...:scti
uthewheeptusedalsotIrplethgcyse,
if

PEACE IS AMERICA'S

NEW ACIIVE-DUTY

MOST IMPORTANT BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES FOR OFFICERS
See Reserve or National Guard Instructor,
or local recruiting stal;on.

with Harley Lowery, president,
presiding. Junior Massey, vicepresident, led the 4-H pledge,
and Ella Mae Massey, song
leader, led group singing. Short
talks were made by members.
Present were 14 members, six
visitors, County Agent R. A.
Mabry, and Mrs. Crenshaw and
Mrs. Hopkins, leaders.
The next meeting will be at
3 o'clock, Wednesday afternoon,!
Feb. 2.

•••
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Princeton, Ky.
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Custom.Type
Design

For Five
Gossard's ever popular front-lacing
combination in a smooth, firm fabric. The
fashionable uplift bra top is of quality lace.

How To Relieve

A foundation that combines figure
correction with style. A (Average),

Bronchitis

C (Full Hip), D (Tall Average),

CroceautsIce relieves promptly because
It goes right to the seat of the trouble
to help loosen sad expel germ laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
besi raw tender, inflamed bronchial
missouse:seahsenes.Tallyrmirelseggiet
se sad yews haute et Creasenidria *4"
with the understanding you must like
the way it quickly allays the cough
or you are to have your money beck.

E (Straight Hip), F (Short Average).

$10.00 and $12.50 ft

COMU
onchtl
is
forEgs,ChostC1s,Bri

ALWAYS FOR A BETTER
BUY, TRY

Pasteurized
GRADE A
Homogenized

It is richer, sweeter, better tasting, and contains
the vitamins necessary to good health.

You will receive courteous treatment and the
highest market price for your tobacco.

Pedistr_k_v_.

quotas, of course. Upon graduation,
you'll be commissioned a Second Lieutenant in the Reserve, and placed on
two years of active duty. Top OCS
graduated are commissioned in the Regular Army —all others may compete for a
Regular Army Commission_ Get all the
facts about applying for OCS entrance
at your nearest U.S. Army and U.S. Air
Force Recruiting,Station vcithgut riglik,y!,

If you've graduated from high school or
can pass an equivalent examination, are
between 19 and 28 years old, are a U. S.
citizen, and have necessary physical
qualifications, apply now for enlistment
for Army OCS. After your application
is approved, you'll be enlisted as a
Sergeant and given basic training if you
have not had it already, then 'sent direct
to Officer Candidate School, subject to

Hopkinsville, Kentucky
Second and Virginia Streets

ego of

Adcelje°rulven leryidtvielogeligclitbr oThsitot atoiY:ds.jet,ijnshisaiersnf.uegmeGep.aeertotrville:te

MILK

(BURLEY AND DARK TOBACCO)

of C
‘ Clinic

OCS FOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES

On the eve of the opening a'
the 81st Congress, the Dews sn
Springs Rotary Club and Chamber of Commerce sent telegrams
to Senator Virgil Chapman and
Congressman John A. Whitaker
urging immediate introduction
of a bill to transfer the Dawson Springs State Park to the
University of Kentucky for the
establishment of a permanent
4-H Club Camp.
A letter was recently received by a special Chamber of
Commerce committee from Henry Ward, Commissioner of Conservation, requesting that action be taken by the Chamber of
Commerce approving the transfer of the park from the Division of Parks to the University of
Kentucky. The land, consisting
of 450 acres, on which are located a 15-acre lake, bath house,
superintendent's house and picnic shelters, was deeded to the
Kentucky Division of Parks
from the Veterans Administration by an act of Congress in
July 1935. Since that time the
area has been operated as the
Dawson Springs State Park.
(Hopkins County Times)

FINKEL'S FAIR STORE

Princeton Creamery
Phone 161.

"Where Your $ $ Have More Cents"
•
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110 or better; not more than 32 years
old; physically St. Once commissioned,
you'll be assigned to a 3-month officers'
training school, and, on successful completion, you'll be free to compete for a
Regular Army Commission if you meet
the competitive tour age requirements.
Go to your nearest ,U. S. Army and
U. S. Air Force Recruiting Station for
complete details at once.

A commission as second lieutenant in the
Officers' Reserve Corps with a 2-year
initial tour of active duty is ready for
you if you meet these requirements: one
year of honorable service in any of the
Armed Forces between 7 December 1941
and 30 June 1947; have completed two
years at an accredited college or university; U. S. citizenship; AGCT score of

an
NO COMMUNICATIONS HERE—A resident of Bolivar, Mo., walks down glare-iced street past
service and
inverted rainbow of ice-coated communication wires. Bolivar was without telephone
-Kansas-Oklaelectric power and lights after one of the worst ice and sleet storms in the Missouri
homa area in recent years. (AP Wirephoto)

STOMACH ULCERS
EXCESS ACID

*Alkali Proof
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QUICK RELIEF FROM

appIr

edics, Home,
hoot To Aid
iffiior In
4

Twenty-one thome furnishings
leaders received instructions on
CALL US FOR
finishes for slip covers from Miss
PROMPT, SAFE
Symptoms of Distress Arising front Vivian Curnutt, home furnishLONG-DISTANCE
ings specialists, University of
Kentucky, in the large courtMOVING SERVICE
DUE TO
room of the courthouse, WednesFree BookTellsofiiomeTreatmenttitat day, Jan. 5.
Most Help or it Will Cost You Nothing
This was the fourth lesson in
Over throe million ixntles of the WiLL,11113
Tassyuero have been sold for relief of a series on slip covers, and will
symptoms ofdlstress arlaing from Stomach
Ulcers due to E... Acid — be given as the major project in
Arnold Ligon Truck Line and Duodenal
Pees Digestion, Sour or Upset Sterneche
homemakers meetings during
Contact
Classiness, Heartburn, Sleeplessness. eta,
due to Excess Acid. Rohl on 15 days' trial! January, Home Agent Wilma
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Ask for “WIllard's Message'. whict fully
: explains this treatmeat.---troe--at
Eddy Creek Homemakers
Princeton, Ky
Phone 853
Vandiver said.
The Eddy Creek Homemakers
Present from Bethany were
Williamson Drug
Mrs. Lewis Jenkins, Mrs. Willis Club met Thursday, Dec. 23, at
Dawson's Drug Store
%11.11111.11MMIld
the home of Mrs. Jimmie Jones.
Devotional was given by Mrs.
Vernon Burchell, and thought
for the month by Mrs. Charles
Lester. The lesson on slip covering was given by Mrs. Wylie
Brown.
A potluck dinner was served
to eight members, Mesdames
Vernon Burchett, Frank Burchett, Wylie Brown, Jimmie
Jones, Floyd Lewis, Charles
Lester, Dique Satterfield, and
S. J. Satterfield.
Only
The next meeting wil be
Thursday, Jan. 27, at the home
$5.00
of Mrs. S. J. Satterfield.
Gal.

READY TO LOAD!

,li tbe farm
$1,600 a yest, says is bulletin of
Not all of the $1,280 ret
and
Agriculture
of
College
the
was available f 01 I
cash
of
University
Home Economies, :
living. Out of thitt had to be
Kentucky. About 80 percent of
taxes, interest, cost of 1:thss
their income was In cash and 20
many other expenses
percent In things produced and

•If yo
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Ky. Truck Laws
To Be Enforced

Rover's Ancestors
York—AP--Of all household pets, only the dog cannot
be traced to its wild state to tho
full saixfaction of science. 'Pb
Australian dingo dog, a wild ah
mal, is probably the closest link
between the wolf or Mx. But In
the entire world, says The 1949
Book of Knowledge Annual,
there are no other wild dogs
from which the dingo could have
sprung. Rover's nacestors have
completely disappeared from the

School Administrators
Attend Cadiz Meeting •
'I' l'ollard, superintendent
of city achools; C. A. Horn,
principal of Butler High School,
and Russell Goodaker, principal
of ,Eastside Grade School, attended a meeting Thursday night at
Cadiz of the West Kentucky
School Administrators Association.
W. D. Chilton, director of the
Bureau of Finance, State Education Department, was guest
speaker. Roy McDonald, superintendent of Trigg County Schools,
was host. The February meeting will be at Butler School.

Eleven

State Policemen
To Begin Classes
Cmiimissionei of
Frankfort
State Police Guthrie F. Crowe
announced today an intensive
three-weeks training period will
begin for a class of approximately 35 State policemen at Fort
Knox next Monday.

The Kentucky
Pt:mktort
State Police in co-operation with
Motor Tranporthe Division
lotion and the State Highway
David ,Taylcr rMarke
Department announces initiation
(as roosetristwer)
of a more vigorous enforcement
rall-yea
,
und-the-clock
ro
In reading, the eye sweeps
of laws regulating trucks.
d concern for the physical,
Comby
a line of type in a series
announced
across
move,
The
the
tal and emotional life of
of jumps, focusing on the type
missioner of State Police Guth• was cited by leading auat successive points.
rie F. Crowe, was brought about
ties as the highlight for
reports of widespread
following
develchild
of
field
• in the
earth.
American Indians made no use
damage to roads by trucks and
ent and education.
phases
the
various
take
water-power, but the Pilgrims
of
of
and
the
evasion
of
stronger
grow
Gesell,
say Dr. Arnold
laws.
superregulatory
of
it to grind corn as early as
more
systematic
used
of
truck
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der, and until recently, diThe stepped up enforcement verybody reads the Leader
1628.
vision of child development
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or of
was called for following a conparent and child guid.pment at Yale University; through
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through
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Harry Bakwin,
departments. The
three
of
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Medical
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on the following:
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individneed
the
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ization
REGULAR MEETING
ColumCollege,
of Teachers
al weight limits. The load of
The physicare.
child
ualizing
University.
recent Colo- trucks violating the law will be
role is to give advice
- One of the deepest of all the snow drifts laid down by the
DRIFTS TOPS HOL
ccording to Dr. Gesell, "over cian's
reduced at weighing stations to
from his general knowledge of rado blizzard was this one which completely engulfed the home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy G. Larson
time
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the
Of
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on. the parents fall the near Sterling, Colo. Only the chimney protruded from the Immense snowhank when the storm conform to the legal limit.
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of
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Operators with given weight
of applying these abated. Neighbors dug a tunnel to the front door and found the Larsons, none the worse for heir
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checkloads
have
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(AP
limit tags
All Brothers Plan To Attend
generalizations to their o w n entombment. Larson measured the drift at its highest point and found it was 36 feet deep.
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Revenue Tops Record
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For
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all
will make child rearing easier
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tax
State income
is hauling 15,000 pounds—with
for parents, that childhood will
previous highs in 1948.
only a 10,000 pound permit —
be happier and that, in addition,
Revenue Department records
ilowever, if at home Johnny showed individuals and corpora- will be required to pay the addi•
Hy David Taylor Marke
at least some of the emotional
(AP Newstitaturits)
asks, "What does that say," tions paid 816,231,231.10 last tional weight charge.
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averted."
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For your insurance needs, call or see
ably reinforcing Johnny's diffi- oral vocabulary usually learn to deal with this subject, thus makculty. Often children who are read more easily," Dr. Strang ing reading seem less of a chore,
having trouble mastering the points out. "Therefore, it is im- she says.
Dr. Strang urges parents not
elements of reading are plunged portant for parents to help their
Service Guaranteed
into deeper discouragement by children to build vocabulary by to show disapproval or disapunwitting parents who try to talking clearly, using words ac- pointment if their child's prospur them on by comparing curately and choosing an under- gress seems slow. Since reading
PRINCETON
them with their little friends or standable variety of them. When is part at a child's total growth,
LUMBER CO.
by deploring their inabilities in the child gets to school, he will his success and happiness in all
life are important
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Insurance and Real Estate
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•If you're looking for extra mileage
ing in reading. Parents who arc
reading difficulties frequently
embarrassed because their fifth
you
buy
tires
in
the
and extra safety
can be overcome through threegrader can read only second
and
teacher
child
way
parent,
—then you're looking for ATLAS.
grade material tall Into the ercooperation."
ror of supplying books that are
They're sure-footed as a cat, and
Parents should not force readtoo hard in the hope that junior
ing upon children, according to
have as many lives, too! We carry
will be spurred to greater efDr. Strang, but they should take
fort. Just the reverse occurs and
a complete stock of these famous
of
opportuni
simple
advantages
the child becomes more discourties to encourage interest in
Grip-Safe ATLAS Tires.
aged and frustrated than ever,
reading at an early age level.
she says.
For example, there is no partiEven the comic books are not
cular worth in having a disin- shunned by Dr. Strang if they
althe
memorize
child
terested
can serve as a springboard in
phabet before he goes to school developing enthusiasm for readdevelopment. Schools a r e be- ing.
Phone 117 ginning
North Court Square
For children just beginning to
to see children against
the whole background of their read, Dr. Strang feels that the
existence rather than in the making of a scrapbook with colorful pictures very simply labelclassroom setting only.
"As we gain greater insight ed is helpful. With mother or
into children's capabilities, we father as a companion in this
will be able to give them re- undertaking, the child begins to
sponsibilities that make for a understand that the letters which
realistic approach to life," she spell "rabbit" may mean a big
declared. "Schools will have, a tabbit a small rabbit or a sleepnew'sense --of their moral respon= ing raSislt. The iikelesstrenaing
sibility to make the classroom that the written word is a symmerge with the world outside bol is a fundamental concept In
so that the 'I' concept of living reading. Older children may encan change to the We' concept. joy dramatizing simple plays by

B. P. 0. ELKS

TONIGHT

Give Him A Chance-He'll Learn To Read

Can Black-Draught
Help That Dull,
Dopey Feeling?

Better Be Safe
Than Sorry!

C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency

•

RADIO
Repair
All Makes

C. A. WOODALL

9 lives too!

For

Maximum Results

Whity's Service Station

On A

Malmo' Investment

COME TO

NeekVZone •

WOOD'S

Try

During Our

January
Clearance
Sale!
25% off on all
Suits and
Topcoats

Reductions on Sweaters Sport
Coats, Jackets —

••••,'

The Classified
Machines, Like Clothes,
Must Fit the Job
tic water system or•pump
Whether it's•complete, nut
Jack, an engine or a light plant,• hammer mill or • corn
sheller -- if it isn't the right size and type for your indis'dual
need, it can't acne you efficiently and economically.
That's why we like to show you Fairbanks-Morse farm
equipment. The line I. so complete that we can always
recommend the ideal unit rather than one that's merely
"almost right" for you
10 II, for the onbiromrti soh ice that
So rroarenber C
you can get only front a dealer to•complete line.

B. N. LUSBY CO.
Phone 88

WOOD BROS.
"Dad 'n Lad Store"

FrIF 41101- 4RTFRC

1
,
1.01

Fairbanks-Morse
IW•tor Systeme • .1unsp Pumps • "Z" Failno• • Light CI..,,. •
r.oss l•ss• •Co.., %hollers • 'Unmoor Mille • Irsahore • Ironer*
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Fredonia News
Mrs. John F Rice visited Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wilson
and Miss Lily Wilson visited J. 0. Nall in Marion Saturday
Mrs. Mary McCann at the I. C. afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Bradshaw
Hospital in Paducah Sunday of
have returned from Louisville,
last week.
Mrs. Cleo McChesney and after being called there by the
Mrs. Deneen visited Mrs. J. E. illness and death of his brother,
whose funeral was held WednesHillyard Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. W. B. Conwty and son, day in Louisville.
Mrs, A. J. Eldridgs and daughDonald, were in Evansville last
week, where they consulted an ter, Carrie, have returned home
after spending a few days in
eye specialist.
Mr. and Mrs. John Querter- Dyersburg. Tenn., with her son,
mous, Marion, were guests of W. H. Eldridge, and Mrs. EldMr. and Mrs. W. M. Young Fri- ridge. Mr. and Mrs. W. IL Eldridge are the parents of a son,
day evening.

Carney Leon, born in a Dyersburg hospital.
Miss Rachel Turley was able
to be in town one day last week
after an illness of several weeks.
Mr. Adrina Faught is report,
ed by members of his family to
be improving at the home of his
sister, Mrs. Glenn Maddox, Centertown. Mr. Faught was injured in a car wreck and suffered
a relapse at his home here Saturday of last week.
D. E. Morgan, who is making
his home with his son, Maxwell
Morgan, and Mrs. Morgan, near
Creswell, was in town Stturday
mprning.
11dr. and Mrs. Gillihand spent
the weekend with relatives near

We Have For
'IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
The Following

GENERAL ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES
REFRIGERATORS

BLANKETS

RANGES

WAFFLE IRONS

WATER HEATERS

COFFEE MAKERS

DISHWASHERS

STEAM IRONS

DISPOSALS

VACUUM CLEANERS
METAL CABINETS

WASHERS

RADIOS

IRONERS

SEE

THEM

CHOOSE
BE

RIGHT

TOMORROW

WHAT

WITH

YOU ‘NEED

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
Phone 260

S. Seminary St.

Everything
For
The
FARM
JUST RECEIVED CARLOAD WIRE FENCE
BARB WIRE
RICHARD'S, STOKES' KING'S, BARNETT'S,
TOBACCO SEED
33, 41A, 56, 160, Brown Leaf
19,
22,
Ky. 16,
SEE US FOR YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS
6-8-6, 2-12-6, 0-14-7, Vigoro 20% Phosphate
SULPHATE OF POTASH

FIELD SEED
KOREAN, KOBE, ORCHARD GRASS, LADINO,
RED CLOVER, RED TOP, TIMOTHY, BLUE
GRASS, FESCUE ALFALFA, ALSIKE,
INNOCULATIONS

State Parks Get
Grant Of $600,000
Truman Ask Congress
To Spend $150,136
At Mammoth Cave
Frankfort —AP— Kentucky's
State Parks Tuesday got $800.
000 from the Building Commis
lion.
Conservation C o m in issioner
Henry Ward said plans call for
allocating the money by June.
The grant will be used for new
construction and additions, landscaping and general improvements.
Under a plan drawn by Ward,
the money will be distributed
among the parks as follows:
Kentucky Lake, $206,724; Carter Caves, $73,100; -Cumberland
Falls, $114,100; Kentucky Dam,
$75,000; Audubon, $3,450; Butler,
Constitution Square,
$18,900;
$8,000; Columbus-Belmont, $2,000; Jefferson Davis, $3,200; Old
Kentucky Home, $4,300; Natural
Bridge, $45,500; Pioneer Memorial, $20,500; Pennyrile, $22,500;
Levi Jackson, $1,500; Blue Licks,
Whitley House,
$1,500, and
$2,500.

I ntereNt rates ton G. I. loans
be kept at 4 percent for the
present, Veterans Administrator
Carl R. Gray announced this past

POP

TELLS RUSSIANS OFF — Soviet embassy in London issued
statement charging London
newspaper reports were untrue
in saying Miss Jean RougierWatkins (above). Brisish airtirlines hostess, carried child of
8 Soviet official from building
during fire in Russian consulate.
Miss Rougier-Watkins was passing by the building when blaze
occurred. When told of the Russian account, Miss Rougier-Watkins said: "I am speechless. What
was the truth. People
I said
standing around saw what happened. Id they are not grateful,
then to Hell with them." (AP
Wirephoto via radio from London)

Benton.
Russell Yates, Talley Baker
and Rev. Holland Thomas were
in Nashville, Tenn., Friday.
Mrs. Raymond Moore, who
spent last week with her daughter, Mrs. Charlie Quertermous,
returned to her home in Groves
Center Sunday.
Mrs. Mattie Rice left Saturday
UK Alumni To Elect
for Gary, Ind., where she will be
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. New Board Member
A special election is now in proCaleb Oliver, and Mr. Oliver.
Mrs. Holland Thomas and son gress to elect a new alumni member of the University of Kentuzare in Rome, Ga.
Norma Faught, student at ky Board of Trustees to suecee I
Western, Bowling Green, spent Grover Creech, Louisville, whos2
the weekend with his parents, term expired Dec. 31. Six psrso"s
have been nominated by the exeMr. and Mrs. Adrain Faught.
Mrs. C. T. Henson spent the cutive committee of the Alumni
zon,a nweekend with her father, Mr, Association and ballots
been mai:ed
Marion Stringer, Benton. Mr. ing these names have
23,000 graduates
Stringer has been quite ill, but to approximately
and former students of the Unihis condition is improved.
Mrs. Mildred Gray, Kuttawa. versity.
Names of the three person; respent Sunday as guests of Mrs.
ceiving the highest number of
Adrian Faught.
votes will be submitted to
Mrs. Florence Parr and Miss
nor Earle C. Clements, who ssitl
Dorothy Parr were Friday guests
appoint the new member.
of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Cochran.
The six candidates for the posiMarion.
tion are William W. Blanton, ParMrs. Rex Brown and Mrs. Wil- is; Edwin Ray Denney, Mt. Verbur Fritts, Marion,. were Friday non; Walter C. Jetton, Paducah;
afternoon guests of Mrs. Norman H. D. Palmore, Frankfort; J EdWheeler.
ward Parker, Jr., Lexington, and
Frankie Wright has been mov- Kenneth H. Tuggle, Barbourville
ed from the home of an aunt in
Paducah to the home of Mrs.
Subscribe to the Leader
Madge Riley here, where he is
convalescing from pneumonia.
Virgil Lowry, who has been
ill for several weeks, was able
FOR BETTER
week. He is still unable to be at
to be on the streets one day last
SWEET
the barber shop.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kimbley
TECLOVER
and son, David, Cenral City,
Give your sweet clover a good
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
big helping of its favorite food
Mrs, A. J. Eldridge.
—and watch it grow! Feeding
Mrs. W. H. Fralick spent ths
FOUR-LEAF
on
hungrily
weekend with her sister, Mrs.
Powdered Rock Phosphate, the
Henry Wade, Princeton.
sweet clover takes its nitrogen
Mrs. Mary Hewlett and daughfrom the free air. You get a
ter, Peggy, Princeton, visited Mr.
huge increase in sweet clover
and Mrs. Jim Ray Saturday.
growth, a richer sweet clover
for livestock—and all following crops benefit from the inOld Clock Tower
Prior to the turn of the cent JIy, creased soil phosphorus, notrothe main building at the A. Ss M. gen, and organic matter. Grow
College of Kentucky (now UK) phosphated sweet clover—for
had an ornate clock tower rising low-cost soil improvement.
157 feet above the ground and
Write to . .. .
surmounted by a "captain's
walk." By 1898, the top section of
Thompson Phosphate Co.
the tower had been taken off, and
407 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago 5, ID
later the entire tower was removed.

„
()sic champ for going
food was Terence Macaw.
Lord Mayor of Cork, who a
on a hunger strike in 1921)
died after 09 days
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TRACTOR DISCS
CULTI ICKERS
6 ft.
7 ft.
7 ft.
8 ft.
10 ft.

show PI611111.d

Roderick Lean Discs
Roderick Lean Discs
Dunham Discs
Roderick Lean Cultipackers
Roderick Lean Cultipackers
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Get It Here
Where the Golden

C. Wood
:
6n14
rometaa.
Insp.hoAngee

Supply is Limited
_

W Main

THE PLANTERS HDWE. CO.
W.7th at Cleveland
Hopkinsville, Ky.
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AMAZING VALUES!
•I January Store-Wide

SAYE

CLEARANCE SALE!
Jordan's is still intent on reducing their stock. So now as another great saving to you we are reducing every item in our store, with the exception of a
Few nationally advertised items which we are not permitted to reduce.

10 Days of BIG SAVINGS TO YOU!
READ ON...
10% OFF
ON ANY AND ALL ITEMS FOR THE
NEXT 10 DAYS WITH THE EXCEPTION OF A FEW FAIR TRADED
ITEMS WHICH WE ARE NOT PERMITTED TO REDUCE.

Extra 2% If Purchase Is
Cash!

lino or four month
strain
. sive payments aim
pay the in full.
exoctls how much
.16 OS 0

AVOID MONEY WO
senfizod Financial
*rowers or nonPhone Of CORI, in fo

116 E Court
Princeton. Ky.

Please Remember, We Are Glad For
You To Open An Account Or Use
Your Charge Account. But If You
Pay Cash, You Earn An Extra 2'

BEDROOM SUITE SAVINGS
Many styles and finishes in bedroom suites to
choose from during this big event! Make
your choice now while selections are still
many. Modern or period suites, poster or
panel beds—mahogany, walnut, maple and
blonde finishes. All quality suites at this
amazing saving to you.
For Example: 4-piece Bedroom Suite 1159.50
Less 10%
$15.95

$143.55
Lees an additional 2%
to pay cash

MODERN LIVING ROOM SUITES
Matchless construction features found in
these fine suites. Spring filled seats and
backs, softly, wonderfully padded. Note th(
wide arms, the streamlining that gives you
man-size furniture, yet takes up a minimum
of space. Richly covered in velour, mohair
and wool frieze covering.
Priced from $149.511 up
$149 St
Example: Suite
14,95
Less 10%

2.87

If you care

$134.55
Extra 4% for cash

FARM SUPPLIES

AXMINSTER RUGS
THE FAMOUS MOHAWK AND MAGEE
Beautiful all-wool faced that will ton,- up
your room. Closely packed tufting in every
inch of the 9x12. Large selection of MN,
colors and patterns. Save 10%. plus 2% extra for cash.
$49.95
Example: Rug
Less 10%
4.99

LOVELY LAMPS AND TABLES
Our entire stock included in this 10% stock
reducing sale - - - Table Lamps, Floor Lamps.
Vanity Lamps, Bed Lamps—Lamp Tables,
End Tables, Cocktail Tables, Console Tables,
etc. Just what you have been wanting for
that vacant spot in your living room.
Extra
2% for cash.

Heating Stoves
Coal Ranges
(Listen to Forbes' Market Report Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, 11:30 am., Station WHOP)

$44.96
Extra 2% for cash

$44.06
FLOOR COVERING SAVINGS

DESKS AND SECRETARIES
These, too, are in our stock reducing 10%,
sale. Kneehole desks in any desirable fitilish,
typewriter desks for the home and beautiful
secretary desks in rich mahogany. All at the
amazing saving of 10% to you and an additional 2% if you desire to pay cash!

Entire stock of Linoleum, Congoleum. Asphalt Tile and Congo Wall reduced 10% for
this event and plus an additional 2% if you
care to pay cash. Nationally advertised Door
coverings at a terrific savings to you. Buy
now your floor covering needs for your
spring cleaning and save yourself 10%

JORDAN FURNITURE CO.

In Hopkinsville It's

CO.
HARDWARE
(Incorporated)
HopkinsvIlle, Kentucky

%.4413151.

Brighten up your kitchen or dinette with a
gleaming smart chrome set from Jordan's
ample stock. Values galore during this stock
reduction sale, with a 10% reduction on these
sets. Also a variety of finishes in wood sets
Extra 2% for cash

Field Seed
Implement Repairs
Harness and Saddles
Repair Work

Tenth and Virginia St.

$140.68
-stria+

DINETTE AND BREAKFAST SUITE
VALUES

Woven Wire Fence
Barb Wire
Nails and Staples
Armour's Fertilizer

B. F. AVERY and MINNEAPOLIS-MOLINE
FARM EQUIPMENT

Cayce-Yost Company

week.
The last Congress authorized
the VA to increase the rate to 4-4
percent with the consent of
Treasury Secretary John W. Snyder. But the VA Administrator
said that after consultation with
Government leaders, veterans
and lending institutions, he had
decided against making the increase now, although he would
review the situation later "should
economic conditions indicate the
need for such a review."
"I have reached the conclusion
that an increase in rates would
not be in (veterans') best interests as the evidence fails to indicate that an increased rate vril
make more houses available to
veterans," she stated.
G. I. insurance officials of the
Veterans Administration Branch
Office at Columbus, Ohio, irlay
offered five "helpful hints" for
veterans who wish to reinstate
lapsed National Service Life Insurance term policies. They are:
I. If possible, the policy eint.Ild
be reinstated before it has been
lapsed longer than three ma &it
In most cases, early reinstatements make qualifying physical
examinations unnecepsary.
2. All questions on the reinstatement application should be
answered. Failure to do so means
a delay in regaining insurance

ptutectit)ii.
3. The application must be daied. It not dated, it is not 'Alia.
4. The application must be mai!ed to VA within five days. If
the postmark is later than five
days of the date on the appli..alion, a new form will be revi rid
5. Two monthly payments required for reinstatement must accompany the application. Without
premium payments, VA cannot
reinstate the insurance.

Phone 332

PHONE 394

Incorporated

FREE DELIVF
"Hopkinsville's Most Complete Home Furnishers"
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Show Planned
for
beef cattle show and sale
club members in 11 or 12
the
ties is being planned by
rmers' Cooperative Stockyards
tither
Mt. Sterling. Cash and
• will be awarded, and the
sold at auction. It is ex that at least 100 cales will
'.ibited and sold. • -

•If

Many Subjects To
Be Discussed At
Farm Convention

Big Soils Program

In Hickman County
Eighty-five percent of the 18,639 tons of limestone, 2,140 tons
of phosphate end 2,050 tong of
raw rock phosphate used in Hickman county last year was applied
to pastures and cover crops, according to County Agent Warren
Thompson.
Use of rock phosphate has increased steadily since 1943, and
one
only
has
Britain
..t
Thompson said he expected a still
.1' cropland a person.
further increase this year, "making this one of the biggest soil
programs in this section."
T h e county agent is recommending a basic application of
1,000 pounds of rock phosphate
to the acre. Some farmers, he
said, are making their second application of 1,000 pounds

College Radio Schedule

Noted Bull Added

Doting Falai and Home Week
at Lexington, the following
speakers will be heard from the
UK College of Agriculture and
Home Economics. over radio sta.
tion WHAS at 12:45 p.m.: Jan. 24,
T, R. Bryant, "Farm and Home
Convention;;' Jan. 25, Mrs. W. K.
Morris, president of the Kentucky
Federation of Homemakers; Jan.
28, C. T. O'Neill, chairman Agricultural Commission, American
Bankers' Association, "Our Hallowed Soil;" Jan. 27, Mrs: Helen
Carlton Smith, Washington, "The
Homemaker is a World Citizen,"
and Jan. 28, Robert H. Ford,
"Questions from Farm People."
On Jan, 29, at 11:45 a.m., Miss
Margaret Gulley will discuss,
Club
"Corning Events
Work."

The outstuttdolis Jersey b is II,
Morocco's MightS, Duck, has been
added to the group of dairy sires
owned by the Kentucky Artificial
Breeding Association. He is etas-

Subjects to be discussed at the
37th annual Farm and Home Convention at the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture and
Home Economics Jan. 25-28 include outlook for Kentucky farmers, how the national agricultural policy affects Kentucky farmers, the European situation, atomic energy, living with young people, the community and rural
church, growing more corn on
fewer acres, saving the sail, chemical weed control, problems of
raising beef cattle, hogs and
sheep, improving dairying, control of stock diseases, new pasLong-spined black sea urchins
ture and hay crops, growing bethave needle-sharp spines that
ter tobacco, and the homemaker
penetrate human
can easily
as a world citizen.
skin, then break off after carAll told, more than 100 subrying in a painful poison.
jects are listed in the program.
Organizations to meet during
Larval fishes drifting on the
the convention include Kentucky
outer edge of the Gulf Stream
Federation of Homemakers, Kenhave been carried north every
tucky Master Homemakers Guild,
year for tens of thousands of
Kentupky 0. I. C. Swine Breedyears.
BABY DELIVERED BY PENKNIFE CAESARIAN—Dr. Harry ers Association, Kentucky Milk
— M. Hayter (left) looks at baby he delivered by caesarian section Goat Breeders Association, Kenperformed at George Ben Johnson hospital at Abingdon, Va., with tucky Jersey, Holstein, Guernsey
a penknife five minutes after the mother's death. Holding the and Brown Swiss dairy cattle
lasekaanik
sea slack seenforting help for
child is Head Nurse Bertha Rosier, who had gone after oxygen clubs, Kentucky Rural Church
Phone 54
Illneuseatte Tales, Getting Cie Manta. Wrong
equipment and instruments, and at right is Student Nurse Kather- Fellowship, Kentucky Bankers
oioudy urine. Imitating paseNINI. i. Palna.
circles under eyes, and stroikin ankle., due
_ ,rt W. main St.
ine Grubb, who assisted Dr. ilayter in emergency operation. Child's Association, Kentucky Shorthorn
aois-arganse &IA non-systesnle Kidney and
Princeton, Ky.
mother, Mrs. Elmer Widner, died of kidney and circulatory ail- Breeders Association and Kentucgladder troubles, try Cirsbni. Quits. towtli•ml
A*
satisfaction or money back guaranteed.
ky Artificial Breeding Associaments. (AP Wirephoto)
roar dsuagtet to, Creme today.
tion.
A joint session of men and
- -What It Means
women will be held the afternoon
of Jan. 25 to hear Dr. Edwin G.
Nourse, chairman of President
captured, primarily the group on Truman's Council of Economic
By Clarke Beach
Washington—Among t h e mes- Wake, will be,paid the regular Advisers, and Mrs. Evelyn Millis
ses left by war is a welter of wages they woad have earned if Duvall of Chicago, repre.senimg
2nal Council on Forisily
/
claims and litigation.
they had been at wolic instead of the Nat1
Tens of thousands of civilians in captivity. The federal security Relations.
An exhibit of farm and home
are demanding redress for injur- administrator is directed to adof
ies and losses, and soon they will judicate the claims of the govern- equipment will be one feature
the convention.
get their hearing. The 80th Con- ment employes.
gress authorized a War Claims
2. Military personnel who while
Commission to go to work on the in Japanese prison camps were Recipe Of The Week
problem but never appropriated not given the quantity and qui'Sty
Here is a way to prepare pork
any money for it. So the Presi- of food which is stipulated in the chops so they are tender, moist
dent didn't appoint the commis- Geneva Convention of July 27, and tasty. The meat is first
sion, and nothing has been done 1929. They get $1 for each day browned, then cooked at simmeras yet. But Congress is expected they were ill fed.
ing temperature until tender, acto provide the funds soon.
Certain religious organizations cording to home economists at the
Certain types of claims already which remained in Japanese-held College of Agriculture and Home
have been approved by Congress. American territory and gave sup- Economics, University of KentucThere are thousands of others, plies to American prisoners will ky.
however — questionable cases — be reimbursed for their expenses.
Stuffed Pork Chops
Three or four monthly payments of five or ten dollars each
which the corrunission will inves- These are the only claims the 6 chops (2 ribs thick)
are quite a strain on any budget. You can probably cut
to
Conup
tigate. It will then advise
government has recognized
2 cups bread crumbs
your payments almost in half with a friendly cash loan to
gress as to the action which seems now. So the vast majority are 1 small onion
pay them in full. Phone or come in and let us show you
justified. -- These are the - war still up in the air. You get an 2 tablespoons green pepper
exactly how much we can save you each month.
claims payments which Congress idea of how many and various 2 teaspoons salt
AVOID MONEY WORRIES by taking advantage of our Perhas- already authorized:
they are when you learn that one 2 cups tomatoes
sonalized Financial Service for Families and Individuals. For
I. Detention, injury, disability government department has reMix chopped onion and pepper
borrowers or non-borrowers, without can or oblionaoa.
or death benefit for persons cap- ceived as many as 1,600 lett .rs a with bread crumbs and soften
Phone or come in for complete information.
tured on American soil and in- day regarding civilian war claims. with meat stock, milk or water.
The biggest issue which will Add half the salt. Cut pockets in
terned by the Japanese. These
are the victims of Guam, Wake come before the commission is: the chops and fill with bread mixand the Philippines. The deten- Can anything be 'collected by ture. Fasten with skewers or
tion benefit amounts to $60 for Americans who suffered war toothpicks. Brown chops in skileach month of internment for damage in Asia or Europe? Inter- let, cover with tomatoes, add salt
410
Phone
106 F. ('ourt Square
persons over 18. Those under 18 national law clearly relieves a and bake until tender in slow
nation from any responsibility for oven, 325 degrees, for about one
get $25 a month.
Print clon, Ky. lEORGE R. WOODRUFF, M.
In addition, employes of gov- damage inflicted in the course of hour.
Menu: Stuffed baked pork
ernment contractors who were combat operations. U. S. military
units, moreover, have their own chops, baked sweet potatoes,
claims units which can settle greens, gelatine vegetable salad,
damage claims by natives injur- whole wheat muffins, butter and
ed through non-combat activities, baked apples.
such as being hit by a jeep be•
hind the lines.
But what of Americans who
on Pearl Harbor.
continued to live and do business in the attack
as the war had
in Europe, in Japan, or on the They contend that
not a combat
continent of Asia after they had not started, it was
had not been
been advised that war was like- operation. They
Hawaii. Therely? State Department spokesmen warned to leave
are as entitled
they
say,
they
fore,
felt
they
that
Congress
told
have
persons who were
ample warning had been given to damages as
Philippines.
to such persons and that if they living in the
Some limit has to be set on the
persisted in remaining in the
be assessthreatened area it was their own total damages that can
ed. The Japanese nation, now
responsibility.
on American
They see the situation in the largely dependent
on its feet,
Philippines and 'the other Ameri- dollars to get back
The money
bills.
the
not
pay
will
different.
entirely
as
can islands
a fund in the
For fear of alarming the popula- will clime from
fro m iiqüida
tion ar-•unneeessarity disrupting .31reresu1y derived
Japanese asnormal activities, no firm warn- tion of German and
both goVerning was given. The government sets in this country,
property.
was thus responsible for their be- ment and private
It is estimated that the fund,
ing caught in the war.
accienulated, will
Another ticklish issue is pre- when finally
00 to
sn$225,000,0
i
fro
to
amount
inwere
who
persons
sented by
$275,000,000.,
loss
property
jured or suffered

The Kentucky

sifted as Excellent, and 20 el/jai-fled daughters include one Excellent, eight Very Good, 10 Good
plus arid one Good. If he proves
good he will be purchased from
Dr. W. L. Titswortlisof Paducah.

Renderinu Works will pick

up your dead stock promptly, free of
and

on sanitary trucks

which

charge

are disinfected

daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs.

Call

We pay all phone charges.

CALL.
MARK

el

CUNNINGHAM, Agt

Complete

Insurance

Service

111 W. Market St.

BACKACHE

PAY MINIS
(UT YOUR
NOW
S9RT SAVING
THAN GLAD
WE'RE MORE
YOU HOW
IO SNOW

War Claims Litigation

SilitDokiza

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND
tacerportesil

.1;'wperlomance!New smartness!New moneyi worth!

ANNOUNCING
IITEW 1949 STUDEBAKERS

In compliance with the Tax Laws of Kentucky,
the tax books are now open for inspection by

Snao wipe inteitaim+3hhAe ty h

taxpayers of Caldwell County.

TilEY'RI

here today in all their flight'
streamed glory—the fabulously fine
new Studebaker' for 1949!
New visions of loveliness inside and
outside! Spectacular new examples of
Studebaker's postwar pacemaking! The
most value-packed automobiles a moderate investment ever bought!
A new 1949 Studebaker Commander

with new power!A new 1949 Studebaker
Champion with new glamor! A special
extra-long-wheelbase new 1949 Studebaker Land Cruiser—style-marked with
a new distinction!
Take a moment to take a look—and
you'll want to take an hour to admire
these newestStudebaker dream cars. sa
Studebaker year again all over

mstrument panels • New body color
'
,
Self adjusting brake, • Variable rats
-estra-leverage" steering • Panoramic
vision • Sr,centered between SWISS•
inn center of gravity • *Tdidek Bahr
dash dials • Antornstic hill bolder sad
Piero rubber wet cushion. optional at

&trim cntt net Champions—standard on
another models• Automatic overdrialt.
Clenatises heating system, whit* aidewall tire, and wheel trim dreg are
se-8,4461e net any model at extra coat.

ROBINSON IMPLEMENT CO.

Courthouse until

WESTERN ki N I LICK) SI i\CIFS
Hofford does not have a chargeable accident °golf* INS.
the beet hag*
safety record. And that is not all; he Is ones of
kind of rage
and liked bus operators in this aria. He Is the
popular eel'
who makes Western Kentucky Stages service so
and at Ws
folks who want to get around safely In comfort
of World
expense. He is a native of Paducah and a visteron
Wor

$ot thus* stand-out distinclietts
of the *tow 1949 Studebaker,
N den-rotor fabric upholaterlea•Neer

Hopkinsville Road

They can be seen at my office in the

Mr Myers soya."W• liat• avv• end
riding will% ye. I qv..
bin
Or. because we offer • boner

Mare p•Opl•

Phone 127-J

'Studebaker's dse hew mud far thrift that lasts and style that thrills

Dependable, Comfortable, Inexpensive,

c; 46;P
•
sala

laursuu , Junuu,
-

—

-

Y. W. A. To Have Program
And Potluck Supper

Kentucky Dam Had
893,158 Visitors
In 1948, Report

The Young Woman's Auxiliary
of First Baptist Church will
meet for a potluck supper and
program at 5 o'clock, Wednesafternoon, Jan. 26, in the
day
Nearby Wonder Is Now
Church. Miss Pat Horn, social
TVA's Star Attraction;
chairman, will be hostess at supAuthority Par. $2,007,- per. Miss Rosie Beck will have
charge of the program. All
803 To 132 Counties
young ladies between the ages
Knoxville, Tenn. —Visits to of 16 and 25 are invited to atTVA darns were at an all-time tend, Miss Pat Dalzell, president,
announced.
high in 1948.
Figures released Jan. 15 by the
Tennessee Valley Authority
showed more than 5,000,000 visits were made to 15 major TVA
dams during the year.
The total was nearly twice
the 1947 figure of 2,751,073 visits.
Since 1933—excluding the war
years when no estimates were
made and powerhouses were
closed--a total of 21,118,000 visits were made, TVA said.
For 1948, Kentucky Dam led
the list with an estimated 893,758 visits. Fontana was next with
812,263, Norris third with 723,186.
Others followed in this order:
Pickwick, 473,640; Chickamauga,
464,983; Fort Loudoun, 366,231;
Cherokee, 176,800; Guntersville,
250,636; Watts B a r, 209,167;
Douglas, 169,062; Watauga, 901`096; 'Hiwassee, 89,060; South Holston, 81,629; Wilson, 61,841;
Wheeler, 29,095.
No count was made at other
dams in the system.

Livestock Market

or on narge
In Fatal Shooting
Al

FARM MACHINERY!
We Now Have A Full Line Of Farm Machinery
On Display.
We invite you to inspect our machinery and get our prices
before you buy.

HODGE MOTOR SALES & EQUIPMENT CO.
Princeton, Kentucky
COMES

THE

LEADER

7-YEAR

A

WITH

Two local Teams
Enter Tournament

AD

One From Each County
In Board Area To
Report To Owensboro

A selectee from each of the
-three counties served by Draft
Board No. 9 will report Thursday, Jan. 27, to Owensboro for
induction into the Army, Henry
G. Averdick, chief clerk, said
FOR RENT: 310 North SeminTuesday,
ary; one large unfurnished
The men are Shirley W. Hobhousekeeping or sleeping
by, Route I, Princeton; Marion
room; utilities and heat furB. Kingston, Kuttawa, and James
nished; employed adults preOrville Walker, Repton.
ferred. Also garage for rent.
Despite temporary cessation of
, 2tp
Apply after 4 p.m.
induction during February and
March by the Army, all men 18
SALE: 1946 Chevrolet
FOR
to 26 years of age must register
Fleetmaster. Actual mileage,
with their local draft boards and
26,000, excellent condition, radmust fill in and return to the
io and heater. 0. W. Love,
board all questionnaires Mailed
ltp
Marion, Ky.
to them, Mr. Averdick said.
The Army's'order of no-induc- We need your head in our busitions for a few months does not
ness. Sharp's Barber Shop.
change Selective Service regulaLuther Carner, Luther Glass, 1
tions, he explained.
A. P. Yates and Stanley Sharp.
Modern Beauty Shop. Eva
Thomson and Mildred White.
Cottage To Become
4tp
Sunday School Rooms
Work was started last week
and
house
6-room
to convert a cottage near Cen- FOR SALE:
lot, 125 Dawson Rd. Immediate
tral Presbyterian Church into
possession. Call Princeton 836Sunday School rooms, the Rev.
J., or write Edward Jones, Box
David W. Schulherr, pastor,
2tp
67, Sturgis, Ky,
said Monday. The project will
soon be completed, the Rev. Mr. OFFICES FOR RENT:
Two
Schulherr said.
front rooms over Finkel's Fair
Store, available January 1. InStewart Recuperaing
quire at Princeton Shoe Co.,
Fred Stewart is recuperating
tic
Phone 86. satisfactorily from an
cheap;
range;
The Leader has been inforeped. FOR SALE: Gas
also hot water boiler and
sample Shoe cases. Call 475
VA N C E
or can be seen at 307 Washingltp
ton St.
For more beautiful walls use
RED SPOT flat wall paint —
only $3.00 gal.—in 12 matched
colors with Semi-Gloss or
Parmolite finish. JOINER'S—
tic
your friendly hardware.

WANTED: Unfurnished house oi
apartment. Two in family; can
Itp
give references. Call 284.
PIANOS: Both new and ale d.
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main,
52tp
Hopkinsville, Ky.

ON DISPLAY SATURDAY

FOR SALE: 1941 Pontiac 8, 5coupe, excellent
passenger
condition. See George Brown,
2tp
Rt. 3, Princeton.
FOR SALE: Norge refrigerator.
ltp
129 S. Seminary St.

7Ae mod&au la/1134E11o/cal

is the only

car

with the low cost of operation and upkeep for
which Chevrolet products have always beep
famous.
Yea, here's the newest of all new cars—pretested and preproved on the great General
Motors Proving Ground—and predestined to
win even wider preference for Chevrolet as the
most beautiful buy of all, from every point of
view and on every point of value. Come in and
see itl

bringing you all these fine-car advantages at lowest cos.

Completely new Bodies by Fisher . New, ultra-fine color i.ormonles, fixtures and fabrics • New Super-Sixe Interiors with
"Five-Foot Seats". New Panoramic Visibility with wider curved windshield and 30% more gloss area all around • New CenterPoint Design with Center-Point Steering, Lower Center of Gravity, Center-Point Seating and Center-Point Roar Suspension
. Improved Valve-in-Head engine for power, acceleration, smoothness and economy . Certi-Safe Hydraulic Brakes with
New Braking Ratios . Extra-Strong Fisher Unisteel Body Construction . Improved Knee-Action Ride with new Airplane-Type
Shock Absorbers . The Car that "Breathes" Nor New All-Weather Comfort (Heater and defroster units optional at extra cost)

Stevens Chevrolet Company
-rot ,

retalimeweeo

NYLON
HOSE
A SPARE

Classified Ads

Reliable man vrtih car wanted
to call on farmers in Caldwell
county. Wonderful opportunity. $15 to $20 in a day. No experience or capital required.
Permanent. Write today. McNESS COMPANY, Dept. A,
2tp
Freeport, Ill.

117 r
(DIM

54-GAUGE

FOR SALE: Dark Tobacco Seed
of Best Quality, several varieties. See your dealer or order
from growers. $1.00 per package. Shaffer & Kurtz, Hen4tc
shaw, Kentucky.

FOR SALE: 5-room house, 125
Dawson Rd, $3,500. Call 726-W,
or see Eugene Patterson. 2tp

We cordially invite you to see
the new Chevrolet for '49—the
first completely new car the leader has built in
more than seven years— and the most beautiful
buy of all!
You'll find it's the most beautiful buy for
styling, for driving and riding ease, for performance and safety, and for sturdy endurance
born of quality construction throughout . . .
because it alone brings you all these advantages •
of highest-priced cars at the lowest prices and

At Penneys

3 Men To Go To
Army Next Week

iVela

9reicame

'CHF.VreOlitcr/

'

beautiful
donors of so many
Administrator's Notice
Card Of Thanks
flowers. May God bless each Of
All persons knowing theiG,.
saddenour
of
depth
From the
you is our prayer.
yes to be indebted to the estii.
ltp
ed hearts, we wish to express
His Entire Family.
of the late Fred Taylor
our sincere thanks for every
please come forward and sett!
deed of kindness shown during Card Of Thanks
accounts on or before Februa
Butler And Fredonia
our
of
many
the long illness and death
We wish to thank our
kind 20; and all persons ha -,
To Play In Three
loved one, Dr. Willis Bailey Mc- friends for their help and
ill- claims against the said
long
our
throughout
deeds
Gregor. Especially we want to
Rivers District Games
will plyse present same for
Morgan's, ness and trouble. May God bless
neighbOrs,
the
thank
ment.
Butler and Fredonia High
everyone of them.
Rev. J. W. Robinson for his con- each and
Rumsey B. Taylor. Al
Schools will participate in the soling woods, those who renderMr. and Mrs. F. A. (Hoes)
trator.
ltp
Three Rivers District Basketball ed the beautiful music, and the
Newsom
Tournament, to be played Thursday through Saturday, Jan. 2022, in Marion gym.
Fredonia is pitted against Salem at 8:30 o'clock, Thursday
night, and Butler will see action with SmiGhland at 7:30
o'clock, Friday night. Other first
round games will be -Lyon County vs. Clay, 7:30 o'clock, Thursday night, and Marion vs. Frances, 8:30 o'clock, Friday night.
Semi-finals will be Saturday afternoon, and the final game is
set for 8 o'clock, Saturday night.

974
TOTAL HEAD
Good Quality Fat
_ $23.00 25.00
Steers
Medium Quality
Gun Is Discharged In
Butcher Cattle ___ '20.00 22.00
Struggle, According
21.00 25.00
Baby Beeves
16.00 19.00
Fat Cows
To Accused's Story
Al Gordiill, colored, is in jail Canners dc Cutters 13.00 16.00
charged with the fatal shooting Bulls'
17.00 22,00
last Tuesday night of Eddie Car- Stock Cattle
19.00 2.3.00
20.00 23.00
Feeder Cattle
ter, also colored.
Gordon has not decided wheth- Milk Cows, pr. hd. 111.00 145.00
V'EALS
er to waive his examining trial,
35.00
No. 1 Veals
Sheriff Otho Towery said Tues- No, 2 Veals
32.00
day afternoon. Both men were Throwouts
16.25 26.00
on the extra-gang of the Illinois HOGS
20.50
Central Railroad. Carter was 200-230
18.50
235-280
from Hopkinsville and Gordon
18.00
285 & up
from Louisville, Roy Rosser,
20.00
120-155
Princeton police chief, said,
19.50
160-195
arrest,
the
made
police
City
15.50
under
&
450
Roughs,
Gordon's
said
and Chief Rosser
14.50
Roughs, over 450
version of the shooting was that
The cattle market was fully
Carter threatened him with the
steady with last week.
gun, and the weapon was disTo Attend Presbytery
charged as the two men strug
Rev. David W, Schulherr, pasglecl for its possession.
tor of Central Presbyterian
Gordon
that
believe
Officials
Church, will attend a meeting- of
will enter a plea of self-defense.
Presbytery Thursday, Jan. 27, in
Madisonville.

fiscal year ended June 30, 1948-,
it paid to seven states and 132
counties a total of $2,077,803 in
lieu of taxes, as required under
the TVA act.
Dung the same period, TVA
said, property taxes and equivalents paid to state and local governments by municipalities and
cooperative associations distributing.TVA power amounted to
$2,530,312.
The authority declared the
combined payments, totaling $4,538,115, exceeded by $1,404,411
the property taxes formerly paid
on all reservoir lands and power ; AAUW President
production and distribution properties when they were in pri- Will Address PTA
Dr. Ella Weihing, state presivate ownership.
of the American Associadent
exthis
*
with
comparison
In
and
cess, according to TVA, the state tion of University Women
Murray
and local business taxes, such as language professor at
will
income, franchise, gross receipts, State College, Murray,
Parenthydro-generation, gasoline, and speak to the Princeton
at 7:30
motor vehicle levies applicable to Teachers Association
20,
the properties under private o'clock, Thursday night, Jan.
Mrs.
ownership have been estimated at Butler High School,
Ralph Cash, president, announcat about $850,000.
ed Tuesday. Special music will
WA Pays $2,007,803
In partial color blindness only be furnished by the Butler
The Tennessee Valley Authorband
ity said Jan. 15 that during the some colors seem gray.

(11:1
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/

Kennedy and Stallins — Electrical contractors; REA wiring
a specialty. Work guaranteed.
tfc
Phone 365-s.I or 541-W,

ONE DAY radio service on ail
makes and models. Satisfactory work at reasonable prices
guaranteed. Shrewsbury's Radio Shop. South Jefferson at
the Railroad. Call 423-J. tic
Car Heaters, Stewart Werner
repaired, installed,
Heaters
sold. Williams Texaco Service
Station. Corner Plum IV Main.
tfc
Phone 557.
FOR SALE: Two young regis
tered Guernsey bulls for sale
I. Logan Traylor, Route 3,
Ito
Fredonia.
Visit Homer Fuller's Garage on
Dawson - Princeton Highway,
for expert repairing and all
kinds of mechanical trouble.
tic
FOR SALE. Seven room house,
911 West Main St. Stoker fired
furnace, attic fan, full bath
down stairs, two piece bath up
stairs. Shown by appointment.
2tp
Phone 732.

folest
Conduc
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A PAIR and
Three Stockings
For

S. .1

Sear
er
Jon
c1.1
nit 'II
Vitt, -a

$1150

ten
astur and
**le P
arid vane
reefs
rt

TUESDAY, JAN. 25
BE HERE AT 8:30 TUESDAY MORNING, FOR
PENNEY'S ONE DAY BARGAIN. THREE STOCKINGS FOR LESS THAN THE PRICE OF ONE
PAIR. NO IRREGULARS, ALL FIRST QUALITY.

Smucker's deliciously pure, 390
big 2 lb. jar

Peach Preserves

Del Monte Drirrl

Our Favorite

Apple Sauce
L

20-oz. can 10C
1-1b. carlonl9C

ard

Pure hog
April Showers, cut spears

Asparagus
C
C
C
rackers

i1-o1 pk_

27c

Gerber's, assorted strained

Baby Food

45,4 oz. can,

21c
25c Lima Beans
32c Spaghetti
19c Tomatoes
lb 49c
Peas
agonuny
21c
37c Orange Juice
Milk
32c Pickles
20c P

1-lb. pkg.

Sunshine

Peaches

„ 95c

Scott. County, dried

log oz. ean.

9c

19 oz

Macaroni or

rackersin Ho Sunshine, 1-1b. pkg
Ken pie

3 pl.,:

25c

2 large 19-oz. can

25c

Red Cross

Break of Day

orn whole kernel, golden, 19-oz. can
Wisconsin Daisy

Ch

Miss Wisconsin

eese full cream
Hunt's

-

Fruit Cocktail
Juice
Corn Beef Hash
Peanut Butter
Pop Corn
Oleomargarine
Pork 8t Beans
Tomato Juice
Navy Beans
_
Armour's

Atter
hr

three sieve Alaska, 19-oz.

lama

2c
1
/
16 oz aan22

lit

/kph County, h4g-tri oz. r

'Aoki

Texsun, Grapefruit, 46-oz. can

25c
25c
jar 32c
10c
49c
10c
25
11

Enchantress

Dutch Maid sweet,

Blackeyed

10 oz. can

'Nu Maid

lb. 34c

eas Brown's Valley,
Mi Choice

19-ox, can

3 lbs• 1000

Oleomargarine
23c Kraut
22'/2c Prunes
89c Baking Powder

2 lg. 19-oz. cans

Naas, rich red Indiana

2-lbs

large 19-oe. can

Read to eat Green Tag

46-oz. can

Choice hand picked

2 large 29 oz. care

Clabber Girl

10-lbs.

10-oz. can

MEAT SPECIALS

Bacon Butts

Sugar Cured

lb

20c

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Florida

arrots

re
Club

Sunshine Condensed, 2 tall cans

16-oz. jar

Jolly Time, yellow or white

Tangerines
C

aaamg

lb-oz. can

16 oz. can

Ky. Beauty

AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
glass cut and installed in all
cars. Williams Texaco Service
Station, Corner Plum & main.
tfc
Phone 557.

IA petig y
even'

tree fresh,

full bunches

lb.

10c Bell PeppersLettuce

each 10C

ig.

Sale

four's.

head

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M
WVJS 6 P. M. , Owensboro, Ky., Week Days

Red Front ,Stores
MORE FOR

YOUR

MONEY ALL THE TIME

39
71'2

atal

